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CORRECTION
The June 2017 Bench Tips column 

seems to imply that Dead Camel jas-
per, discovered by Philip Stephenson, 
is a variety of Oregon jasper. It is actu-
ally found in the Dead Camel Mountains 
near Fallon, Nevada.

—Bob Rush
Bench Tips columnist

Chalcedony Canvas
Today, I gave a presentation to a group 

highlighting rocks and minerals of our area. 
I struggled with a really good way to explain 
the many ways silicon dioxide presents. I 
showed a gorgeous jasper that would qualify 
as an example of what I have come to call a 
“front pocket rock”. 

Explaining that iron oxide impurities 
made the original clear chalcedony red, I 
added that other impurities result in other 
colors. Another way to look at it is that the 
clear chalcedony is essentially a new canvas 
for “painting”.

—Lou David Allen
Abilene, TX

Benitoite Mine Update
I’d like to clarify some information about 

the California State Gem mine and about 
present-day access to the mine that was pub-
lished in Bob Jones’ article Benitoite (June 
2017).

People must understand that the benitoite 
mine is a patented mining claim and is pri-
vate property. Accessing the mine without 
written permission from the current owners 
is trespassing. � e removal of even a single 
rock from the property without permission 
is the� , and people caught doing so will be 
prosecuted. I say this only because so many 
people, even some from higher-learning in-
stitutions, believe that they have the right to 
go and collect at any time they choose.

A� er purchasing the Benitoite mine from 
Bryan Lees in 2005, Dave and John Schreiner 
opened it to the public for fee collecting for 
the � rst time in its history. In 2008 however, 
the CCMA was closed by the Environmental 
Protection Agency and Bureau of Land Man-
agement and public travel to the mine was no 

longer allowed.
A� er purchasing the Benitoite mine from 

Bryan Lees in 2005, Dave and John Schreiner 
opened it to the public for fee collecting for 
the � rst time in its history. In 2008, however, 
the 75,000 acres that surround the Benitoite 
mine, the Clear Creek Management Area 
(CCMA), were closed by the Environmental 
Protection Agency and Bureau of Land Man-
agement, and public travel to the mine was 
no longer allowed.

Due to this, Dave and John created a fee 
dig at their property outside the closure, 
“� e Old Road Camp”, where they haul 
dump truck loads of material from the mine 
for people to wash, screen, and even black-
light for loose crystals or raw specimens. It 
is currently only open on the weekends, and 
reservations must be made in advance.

� e CCMA has been reopened on a lim-
ited basis for mineral collection and other 
purposes. Although they did o� er both day 
and night trips to the California State Gem 
mine, as it is now known, for a while, due to 
current conditions, the Schreiners no longer 
o� er these trips, so the only chance to dig 
for benitoite is at the benitoite fee dig. Visit 
www.calstategemmine.com for more infor-
mation.

—Wayne Schrimp
Capistrano Mining Co.

San Benito Jonesite
I enjoyed the benitoite article by Bob Jones 

(June 2017), but I was surprised that he didn’t 
mention another rare type mineral from the 
benitoite mine, “jonesite”, as it has the same 
name as the author! Some years ago, I bought 
some mine-run benitoite ore and etched out 
some nice neptunite, benitoite and joaqui-
nite crystals, but did not see any jonesite, yet. 
I still have some of the mine run somewhere 
in storage; I will have to dig it out and keep 
looking.

At one of the rock shows a while back, I 
overheard someone telling a person that he 
had some jonesite. I should have grabbed his 
arm to ask if he would sell one to me. I would 
love to have a type mineral from my home 
state.

—Arnold Mantyla
via e-mail
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lapidary     month
JULY 2017

lapidary     monthof
the

CONTEST RULES
Would you like to be named Lapidary of the Month? To enter the contest: 
• Write a 500-word step-by-step description of how you crafted your lapidary project and save it as a document fi le.
• Take at least one sharp, close-up, color digital photo of the fi nished project. Photos must be high-resolution (300 dpi at 

4 inches by 5 inches, minimum).
• Attach your document fi le and digital photo (.tif or .jpg) to an e-mail and send it to editor@rockngem.com with the subject 

line “Lapidary of the Month”.
• E-mail the editor or call (972) 448-4626 with any questions about these requirements.
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I’m 23 years old, and have 
been wrapping gems with 

copper for about two and a half 
years. It started when a friend 
explained the concept of wire 
wrapped jewelry to me, and it 
soon became a hobby, as I’ve 
been collecting minerals.

I have had no formal intro-
duction to the basics of wire 
weaving. through trial and error 
I've discovered what kind of 
designs � t my style as an artist 
and as a person. My inspiration 
has come from watching other 
artists work.

For this piece, featuring a mal-
achite cab and two green tour-
maline shards, I started with 
two 20 gauge hematite-coated 
copper wires, each between 3 
feet and 5 feet in length and 
wove them together with 28 
gauge anodized copper wire 
to into one wire. � en I will 
started spinning and weaving 
the wire around the stones. 

One of the � rst weaves I 
learned is a basket weave, seen 
in the hanging loop. Although it 
takes a delicate touch to sculpt, 
is one of my favorite weaves. It 
is made by alternating the bigger wires with 
the smaller wire. I have to count every weave 

to ensure symmetrical angles. � e basket 
weave is great for grabbing onto the sides of 

irregular stones and gives a � ne 
artistic face to the front of the 
piece, o� en allowing for more 
curvature and swirls.

� e tools I use are wire cut-
ters, pliers with a cone-shaped 
nose, and whatever pen might 
be within arm’s reach to help 
me sculpt curves and circles. 
Sometimes, I'll use the lid to a 
water bottle as a mold for my 
circles.

I will generally pick a gem-
stone from my collection and 
start to wrap around the stone 
with the various metals. I largely 
go with the � ow of things, never 
knowing exactly how they will 
turn out until I've reached my 
� nal weave. 

Each piece takes me anywhere 
from � ve to 15 hours to com-
plete.

I try to add a new element to 
my work every time, making 
every piece a personal check-
point of achievement. One of 
the greatest joys of my work 
is being able to look chrono-
logically at my work and see the 
progression of my skills from 
one piece to the next.

—Joe Rodriguez
Des Moines, IA

copper for about two and a half 

I've discovered what kind of 
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Tracing the History of a World-Class Bournonite
Story by Bob Jones

Serious mineral collectors prize the historical informa-
tion on each of their specimens. Every scrap of infor-
mation they can obtain about their acquisitions, such 

as the exact source of the mineral and any previous own-
ers, is important. Labels that accompany older specimens 
are particularly useful. � e story of a Cornish bournonite 
I acquired in recent months is an interesting example of 
the importance of a specimen’s history, also known as its 
provenance. I hope it will encourage collectors to save 
all the information they can get about a specimen for the 
enlightenment of future owners.

This specimen from Bolivia’s Viboras mine 
has about a dozen lustrous, well-defi ned, 
bournonite crystals.

This is a superb example of a bournonite 
with quartz from the Herodsfoot mine 
(Liskeard district, Cornwall).

A cruciform twin from the Herodsfoot 
mine stands upright on matrix.
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A specimen’s provenance is the tale of how it traveled 
from the earth into a collector’s hands. Comparing early 
specimens to those recovered in later decades may even shed 
light on the mineralogical evolution of a deposit. My bournonite 
specimen came to grass sometime between 1857 and 1867. It 
passed through the hands of scientists, dealers and collectors, all 
of whom add interest to its history. Some of the people involved 
with this bournonite were, in their day, considered major players 
in the mineral world, while others were just ordinary mineral 
collectors like you and me who simply enjoyed owning the 
specimen and helped preserve a record of it. � ere are gaps in 
the record of this specimen, but while pursuing clues I have 
uncovered while doing research on it, I have experienced the 
thrill of discovery!
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This Herodsfoot 
mine, Cornwall, 

bournonite 
specimen, recently 

obtained by Bob Jones, 
has history on both 

sides of the Atlantic, 
but how it reached 

the United States
 remains a mystery.

JEFF SCOVIL
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The bournonite at the center of this story is 
from the Herodsfoot mine, located near the 
village of Lanreath, in Cornwall, England. 
It is a really fine example of what has long 
been considered a world classic mineral. 
The Herodsfoot bournonites are considered 
the finest examples of the species, in part 
because of the exceptional twinning they 
exhibit. The Herodsfoot mine was a relatively 
small and initially unimportant lead-silver 
mine that became world-renowned for pro-
ducing these specimens. 

Bournonite (CuPbSbS2) is a complex lead, 
copper, antimony sulfide that was deposited in 
hydrothermal veins along with other sulfosalts 
and sulfides. The gray to black mineral crystal-
lizes in the orthorhombic system in tabular or 
short prismatic form and has a metallic sheen. 
Terminations are typically flat, but are often 
modified to be wedge-shaped, and crystals 
show striations on their prism faces.

Bournonite twins are very common and 
are what make the mineral a “must have” for 
advanced collectors. Some crystals form won-
derful cruciform, or cross-shaped, twins. These 
are very attractive, but the more eagerly sought 
twins consist of four crystals forming a fourl-
ing disk shape that can be up to 2 inches in 
diameter. The fourling twins form relatively 
thin disks, usually under ¼ inch thick, with 
square-edged perimeters. The reentrant angles 
are also square-edged, forming right-angled 
notches that are not unlike the teeth of a gear. 
Cornish miners called them “cogwheel” twins. 

The faces of these twins are striated and have 
rough surfaces, but the edges, including the 
notched reentrant angles, are often brilliantly 
lustrous, as if polished. To add to an already 
spectacular appearance, these cogwheel crys-
tals often stand on edge on the matrix.

Bournonite’s existence was first noted at the 
antimony mine Wheal Boys (St. Endellion, 
Cornwall), which enjoyed its greatest produc-
tion from 1774 to 1776 (www.mindat.org/
loc-1237.html). It was this source that had 
provided the specimen in the collection of 
Cornish mineral enthusiast Philip Rashleigh. 
Rashleigh published two volumes under the 
title Specimens of British Minerals (1797 and 
1802), in which he described many of his out-
standing specimens. This catalog was notable 
for its color illustrations. In it, bournonite 

is described simply as “ore of antimony in 
plates of 26 sides” (page 34, Vol. I). (The entire 
work can be viewed at https://archive.org/
details/SpecimensOfBritishMineralsSelected 
FromTheCabinetOfPhilipRashleigh.) 

This was the first time bournonite was men-
tioned in mineralogical literature. A fuller, 
more accurate description of the species was 
worked out in 1804 by French mineralogist 
Jacques-Louis, Comte de Bournon, for whom 
it was formally named in 1805. In 1813, Bourn-
on coined the term “endellione”, which referred 
to St. Endellion parish, in which the type local-
ity is situated.

When even better specimens were uncov-
ered at the Herodsfoot mine between 1850 and 
1875, interest in bournonite increased dramat-
ically. Mineral dealer Richard Talling grabbed 
up most of the specimens that reached the 
market. Talling lived in Lostwithiel, the town 
closest to the Herodsfoot mine. In his quest 
to obtain these amazing twins, Talling made 
such a pest of himself that he was eventually 
banned from being on the mining property or 
interfering with the miners.

Talling, like today’s enterprising mineral 
dealers, refused to be deterred. He bought 
stock in the mining company, which gave him 
access to the property, and he was able to 
continue to obtain fine bournonite specimens. 
While Talling went down in history as one of 
the top British mineral dealers of all time, the 
best records of specimens that passed through 
his hands exist on the labels of the collectors 
who bought them.

If you are interested in an in-depth history 
of the Herodsfoot mine and its minerals, the 
July-August 2012 issue of Mineralogical Record 
has a superbly researched and written article 
by Roy Starkey. The article gives great detail 
on these world-class bournonites, along with 
information on the people involved with my 
specimen. Roy has served as president of the 
Russell Society, a skilled group devoted to pre-
serving Cornish mining history. He was most 
helpful when I organized a guided tour for 
rockhounds to England, including Cornwall. 

In his article, Roy reports that superb bour-
nonites were emerging from the Herodsfoot 
mine from 1858 to the early 1870s. Starkey 
goes into some detail about Talling’s mine ban 
and his subsequent stock purchase. A won-

The Importance of Provenance 
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derful series of photographs of the area and many of the mine’s 
exceptional bournonite twins is included in the article.

Talling is credited with obtaining almost all the known speci-
mens of this amazing mineral, and he undoubtedly played a 
role in the history of my bournonite. Talling’s trades and sales 
with major museums, such as the Royal Institution of Cornwall 
Museum and the British Museum, and advanced collectors in 
England assured the survival of many of the better specimens 
found during the 1800s. As a result of Talling’s e� orts, collectors 
today can enjoy � ne specimens of cogwheel twinned bournonite.

Twinned bournonites have also been recovered from the silver 
mines of Harz, Germany, where miners called them Radelerz, 
meaning “wheel ore”. Later discoveries in Bolivia and China 
produced larger twins, up to 4 inches, and in some ways the 
specimens are as attractive as the Herodsfoot specimens, but the 
provenance and superb crystallization of the Cornish specimens 
have earned them the world-class label.

Just how my bournonite ended up in America cannot be 
tracked; there simply is no existing record of its arrival in this 
country. We do know who owned it in England: writer and artist 
John Ruskin. Since Talling and Ruskin were contemporaries, we 
can assume that Talling sold the piece to Ruskin. How the piece 
got to America—speci� cally Illinois—from Cornwall and who 
owned it before then is impossible to say, since the collectors 
involved have all passed away and no records have survived. 
� is shows the importance of preserving records, even if it is 
just a scrap of paper with a name. For our purposes, it is easier 
to describe this specimen’s disposition in reverse, starting with 
my acquisition and going back in time until we reach a dead end.

I acquired the specimen from the Mike Groben collection in 
October 2016, a� er Mike had passed away. Many readers remem-
ber Mike, who was wheelchair-bound for decades following an 
accident, but remained an active collector, even � eld collect-
ing, long a� er. With the help of his youngsters, Mike 
would visit local quarries. His children would position 
him next to boulders that showed promise, and Mike would 
batter the rock with a hammer to remove specimens.

I � rst saw Mike in 1972 when I visited him and his wife, Betsy, 
in Oregon. Prior to that visit, I was writing for Rocks and Minerals 
magazine, and my address was given at the end of my column on 
� uorescent minerals. For several years, Mike and I had exchanged 
letters and traded minerals. We actually met when Mike and 
Betsy dropped by to see my collection on their way to the Tucson 
Show. In later years, my wife, Carol, and I visited them any time 
we were in the Northwest. 

Every time I saw the Groben collection, I admired the 
wonderful variety of rare, unusual minerals alongside 
many superb examples of common species. I was par-
ticularly attracted to his Arizona specimens, some of 
which had been in the collection of the Bisbee, Arizona, 
barber who had traded haircuts for specimens. 

Among all the � ne specimens in Mike’s collection, two 

were of particular interest to me: a � ne liroconite and our subject 
bournonite, both from Cornwall. I had made several trips to 
England and Cornwall, and my interest in Cornish minerals had 
grown. So, when Unique Minerals bought the Groben collection, 
I was able to obtain the bournonite! 

In conversations with Mike through the years, I’d found out 
he had obtained the bournonite in June 1967 from R.D. “Russ” 
Newwark, a collector who lived in Illinois. Russ had advertised 
the sale of his collection in Rocks and Min erals magazine. Mike 
had seen the ad and inquired. A� er some correspondence, 
Mike had decided not to buy the collection. He had, however, 
expressed an interest in the bournonite, and Russ had been 
willing to sell it to him. 

Russ had noted on his bournonite label that the specimen 
had been in the collection of John Ruskin. � at was exciting! 
Ruskin was a very well-known artist in England, and was a 
contemporary of Richard Talling, who probably sold the piece 
to him. How the specimen got from Ruskin to Newwark, 
however, is the missing link. 

Mike had done his part and kept very careful records on all his 
minerals, including the Newwark label that came with the bour-
nonite. � e � le card Mike made that accompanies the bournonite 
specimen has detailed information. Mike even recorded what he 
paid for the specimen, $20, which makes you wish you were col-
lecting in the 1960s!

A� er obtaining the specimen, I turned it over to Collector’s 
Edge, in Golden, Colorado. Rob Lorda, the Edge’s expert in 
specimen preparation, did the work on the bournonite. A� er sit-
ting untended on a shelf for 15 years or longer because of Mike’s 
handicap, it needed Rob’s expert attention. 
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mine, in China, 
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nonite specimens 

that rival those 
from Cornwall in 
form and beauty.
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Identifying 
Lake Superior’s 
Mystery Gems
Story and Photos by Jack Hobart

The study of close-up 
images of skip an 

atom agate patterns 
may help solve the 

mystery of their 
formation.

What kind of agate is “skip an 
atom” agate? It sounds like a 
laboratory curiosity grown 

by an obsessed scientist. In fact, it 
is an uncommon variety of Lake 
Superior agate that is occasionally 
found in the gravel pits of Minne-
sota and nearby states. Skip an atom 
agates also appear along the shores 
of Lake Superior and the adjacent 
rocky shields, where they were 
formed about a billion years ago.

While growing up in Minnesota, I became 
interested in Lake Superior agates. My fascina-
tion was not because of their rich coloration, 
for they are mostly dull red due to the ever-
present iron oxide that taints the groundwater. 
Instead, it was their wide variety of complex 
patterns.

Later, when this interest became more seri-
ous, I would search for whole agates to cut in 
half, polish, and place directly on a document 
scanner so that their images could be added to 
a computer database. � is allowed me to sort 
them by feature for display at high resolution. 
Occasionally, an agate would show up that had 
bands of crystals of a mineral other than the 
quartz that is common in these stones. 
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These crystals were bright white, gray, or 
even bluish. I learned that they were called 
“skip an atom” agates, but no one could 
explain what that name meant. There were 
only six in my first 5,000 images of agates 
from the glacial deposits scattered across 
the Upper Midwest.

After I moved to California, collecting 
Lake Superior agates required road trips to 
Minnesota. I focused on the small, whole 
agates I could still find in gravel pits and 
beaches. These would also be cut in half to 
reveal their patterns. I wanted exceptional 
examples; however, few collectors would 
part with their prize specimens, and those 
who would have demanded more arms 
and legs than I had to spare.

Friends like John and Dave Harris and 
Reuben Shalander gave my collecting 
efforts an enormous boost by donating 
small agates to me. Agate shop owners Bob 
Lynch, of Two Harbors, and Keith Bartel, 
of Beaver Bay, Minnesota, sold small agates 
to me by the pound or let me sift through 
the tubs of agates destined to be sold for 
tumbling or to be cast into acrylic souve-
nirs. On the other hand, I had to put up 
with them shaking their heads at the crazy 
collector who wanted agates as small as the 
capital letters on this page.

Soon, I discovered skip an atom agates 
at Flood Bay, a state wayside just north of 
Two Harbors, situated along Minnesota’s 
North Shore, the stretch of Lake Superior 
shoreline between Duluth and the Cana-
dian border that is well-known for its agate-strewn beaches. These 
were mostly bluish-gray with striking crystal-shaped patterns. In 
addition, the banding, which is common to most Lake Superior 
agates, was nearly always faint or completely washed out.

Some were still in host matrix, indicating a nearby source. Since 
glaciers had repeatedly swept over the entire region, even gouging 
out Lake Superior’s basin, the soft matrix would have been quickly 
removed during any glacial transport from distant parts. I wanted 
to find the source of these agates.

I scoured the beaches north and south of Flood Bay for agates, 
no matter how small. Some typical red Lake Superior agates were 
visible in the ancient rock bordering the beaches north of the bay; 
however, I found no skip an atoms in situ. The frequency of tiny 
agates diminished both north and south of the bay, which sug-
gests that the source is near the south end of the bay. 

One day, I searched by kayak along the coast, even exploring a 
sheer cliff that contained a cave with its own beach. The distribu-

tion of the agates is impacted by a process called gradiation, the 
way in which a prevailing current sorts stones by size along a 
shoreline. At Flood Bay, they are spread over a distance of at least 
a quarter-mile, which reduces any chances of pinpointing their 
source.

During this search, I found some typical red Lake Superior 
agates in the ancient volcanic rock bordering the beaches north of 
the bay, but found no skip an atoms in place. To my knowledge, 
no divers have conducted a systematic search for them in the rock 
under the waters of the bay.”

One day while combing the beach at Flood Bay, I met local 
resident Bucko Anderson. He had been finding these beauties for 
over 30 years. After he and his wife, Denise, saw my photographs, 
these generous folks donated 100 large agates, thereby putting my 
skip an atom collecting into high gear. Later, I met Chris Cordes, 
a commercial maple syrup producer who lives farther up the 
lake. He has extensive knowledge of the region and its agates. He 
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Skip an atom agates are 
found in a limited area 

along Minnesota’s North 
Shore of Lake Superior.



not only invited me to accompany him to 
some hidden sites, but also gave me 
many agates for the database, includ-
ing some still in their host matrix. 
With friends like this, who could 
ask for a better pot of gold at the 
end of a long trip from California? 
Minnesota is certainly a friendly place 
to hunt agates.

After 10 years of focusing on these agates, I 
had added more than 2,000 cut pairs 
to the database, but I still had no 
clue as to how they had formed. 
Then I ran across the book Lake 
Superior Agate: The Rainbow 
in Rock, 3rd Ed., by Theodore 
Vanasse (1958). “‘Skip-An-Atom’ 
agates,” he wrote, are “unorthodox, grey 
to lavender, water-worn pebbles found 
in a restricted area along the Lake 
Superior North Shore, [which] 
have been adequately described 
by Ludwig Koelnau in the Sep-
tember 1940 issue of Mineralo-
gist. Their structure consists of 
a microscopic, hexagonal crystal 
network in which elongated bubbles 
occupy a position normally taken by a 
crystal. The lavender color is due simply 
to a diluted combination of bluish-white 
chalcedony and hematite.”

Koelnau’s description suggests what is 
referred to as a pseudomorphic replace-
ment of crystal by agate, in which the 
molecular structure of the crystals is 
altered to form a different mineral, but 
the crystals retain their shapes.

Probably due to the rarity of these 
agates, no serious attempt to improve 
on this definition has been made in the 
intervening 75 years. In 2012, several 
events occurred that provided a possible 
basis for a theory of their formation. First, during discussions 
with John Marshall, author of The “Other” Lake Superior Agates 
(Llao Rock Publications, 2003), we noted that their outer band-
ing, eyes and rind would usually lose their fine detail, becoming 
uniformly brown or gray.

I postulated an explanation for the loss of color and banding in 
these agates based upon decades spent photographing mud pots 
and geysers in Yellowstone and other geothermal areas around 
the world. Most of the rock in these areas lost its original color 
and structure as a result of the infusion of hot geothermal water 

that was usually acidic in nature. Excep-
tions are white (limestone or geyserite), 

yellow (sulfur), and rocks with bright 
colors that result from bacterial con-
tamination. John and I concluded 
that the bleaching and altering of 

these agates could be due to geother-
mally heated, acidic water.

The second event was associated with a 
presentation I made that same year at the Cele-

bration of Agates Show in Minnesota. I 
set up a large computer monitor 

in the show hall to continuously 
display agate images. One seg-
ment consisted of 22 images of 

skip an atom agates, each showing 
40 square close-ups of their crystal 

patterns in checkerboard arrays. 
Dr. Wayne Sukow was intrigued by 

this display and studied it at great 
length. He is an expert in the 

fields of crystallography, earth 
sciences, and the theory of 
mineral formation, as well as a 
past contributor to Rock & Gem. 

Turning to me, Wayne stated that 
the unique crystal makeup of these 

agates originally consisted of dogtooth 
calcite and feathery aragonite. The latter 
has the appearance of frost on windows 
in a Minnesota winter. Next, the calcite 
can turn to chalcedony in the presence of 
acidic and silicified (silicon-filled) water, 
forming an agate pseudomorph. 

While collecting copper agates from the 
copper mines in the Keweenaw Penin-
sula of Upper Michigan, I had observed 
that many agates had calcite within their 
structures. Some had both quartz and 
calcite in the same agate, just like in skip 
an atoms. In fact, one mine has an area in 
which all nodules are filled with calcite. 

The rock in which these copper Lake Superior agates are found is 
part of the same formation as that along the North Shore.

Wayne’s recognition of the calcite origin produced a “Eureka!” 
moment, offering a solution to the mystery of how these agates 
had acquired such distinctive patterns. This incident demon-
strates benefits of assembling large numbers of images into data-
bases that can be sorted by different properties. Hopefully, more 
collectors of agates, minerals and gems will make their images 
available now that computers make image sharing so easy.

Many questions about skip an atoms remain unanswered. The 
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TOP: A small, water-washed skip 
an atom agate found at Flood Bay, 
Minnesota, shows typical features: 
coated crystal bands, faded eyes, 
and outer agate banding, plus some 
quartz fill at the top. (1.6 cm wide)

CENTER: Larger agates often show 
evidence of a violent past. Shattered 
by a rockfall, this agate has lots of 
breccia that remains in place. The 
larger pieces above seem to have 
fallen from above into a thick liquid 
gel in its central cavity. (3.7 cm wide)

BOTTOM: The feathery patterns in 
this agate suggest the presence of 
aragonite crystals at one time. (2.9 
cm wide)
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most puzzling to me concerns the few found in gravel pits through-
out Minnesota. I refer to these as “glacial” agates, a term that can 
be applied to all Lake Superiors that were transported by glaciers. 
Superiors transported by glaciers generally retain the banding and 
colors of normal Lake Superior agates, yet show three-dimensional, 
bright-white crystals, similar to skip an atoms from the North 
Shore. How can glacial skip an atoms be altered without also chang-
ing the other features found in North Shore stones?

North Shore skip an agate features can be summarized as (1) 
a primarily blue-gray overall coloration, (2) crystal patterns that 
include calcite that has altered to chalcedony, (3) the removal of 
most banding and eye patterns, and (4) inclusion of purple, lilac 
or violet regions. Some additional characteristics make them 
even more compelling. Foremost are the crystal patterns, occur-
ring as bands that can meander all over a stone and regions with 
radiating crystals, some pointing inward and some outward, even 
within the same stone. Occasionally, quartz is found in association 
with these crystals, sometimes in the outer layers of a stone, some-
times in its center, and yes, on rare occasion, in both locations.

Eyes and water-level banding are much less common in skip 
an atoms. Sprays of sagenite also occur, but no tube varieties are 
known.

Skip an atoms seem to have a more violent history than other 
agates, as evidenced by the form of ruin and breccia agates. Ruins 
have cracks growing through them, creating an offset along the 
crack. Breccia consists of shattered agate that has been cemented 
into the final agate structure. Breccia can occur in conjunction 
with a ruin pattern. A surprising number of skip an atoms exhibit 
these features. Sometimes, banding or crystals are shattered in 
place, retaining their original positions. In the most catastrophic 

examples, the impact upon a nodule from a rockfall causes pieces 
of banding or crystals drop into the gel of a partially hardened 
agate. The silica eventually solidifies to record evidence of this 
violence for all time.

There is one remarkable subvariety of these agates that I named 
“ghost agate”. These agates have crystals growing across their 
banding, and a soft, ghostly appearance. A group of them can 
look like marchers in a spooky Halloween parade. This is not a 
surface effect, because it is found on both halves of a cut pair. In 
order for these to form, the agate must be sufficiently porous to 
enable material to diffuse directly through its structure to form 
the crystals. The ghost effect is virtually invisible when looking at 
a whole agate. One needs to cut many agates in half in order to 
discover one with crystals growing across the agate pattern.

In rare instances, agates are found with complex patterns, just 
like those that make other Lake Superiors so interesting. Usually, 
they include some crystal regions, making them skip an atom 
agates, but not always. The only sure way to identify a suspect 
agate is finding one in matrix next to a known example. I fear that 
many agate collections may contain unrecognized skip an atom 
agates that have lost their way.

With help from Wayne Sukow, John Marshall, and so many other 
friends, I have achieved greater insight into skip an agate formation 
and its properties. This is a little-known, but fascinating agate that 
deserves greater recognition by the agate community. 

Jack Hobart is the author of Skip an Atom Agates: The Most Unusual 

Lake Superior Agates (Kingsley North Inc., 2016), which contains 278 

close-up images. Additional images and information, including the 

author’s contact information, can be found at www.mudpot.com.

Skip an Atom Agates 

Crystals grow across the  
altered banding 
structure in this 
“ghost  
agate.”
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Bob Rush has worked in 
lapidary since 1958 and 
metal work and jewelry 
since 1972. He teaches at 
clubs and at Camp Paradise. 
Contact him at rocksbob@
sbcglobal.net.

Bench tips
by BOB RUSH
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It’s the Pits

In addition to fractures and vugs, pits have 
the frustrating habit of ending up right in the 

middle of the best pattern in your favorite ma-
terial. Usually, the pattern depth or shape won’t 
allow you to keep grinding to get below the pit 
without damaging the overall appearance or 
shape of the cab. Your options are few and not 
always that desirable.

Recently, as I was digging through my 
rough material, I came across a few rough-
tumbled pieces of a rare agate called Lincoln 
agate. It is from an area in a very small 
former logging town in far south-central 
Oregon called Lincoln, which was closed to 
collectors long ago. 

I grew up in Oregon, and there was a rock 
shop in Klamath Falls that had some of this 
material. � e owner made frequent trips to 
the source to collect the material and, when he 
passed away the shop closed and the lapidary 
inventory was sold o� . I was able to get some 
premium pieces of the agate, and mostly it has 
been in hiding in the inner sanctum of my 
rock pile. 

� e material consists of milky chalcedony, 
with black patterns just below the surface. 
Sometimes, these patterns are dendritic shapes. 
� e patterns aren’t always � at because they fol-
low the shape of the agate pieces. � is material 

very closely resembles the colors and shapes 
of COPCO agate, but it comes in somewhat 
larger pieces. COPCO agate is found around 
the California Oregon Power Co. Reservoir in 
Far North Central California. � e locations of 
these materials are about 10 miles apart, with 
the state border separating them. 

� e piece that I selected for this project had 
a rather � at pattern, so it was easy to work 
with. � e pattern is about 1/16 inch under 
the surface, with smaller dark spots and pits 
overtop the dark area. Prominent in the cen-
ter of the pattern was a deep pit that couldn’t 
be removed by grinding, so I had to be rather 
creative in what I could do to remove the 
distraction. My solution was to cover the pit 
with something. 

Recently, I had purchased some small pieces 
of rough Ethiopian opal that I used for an opal 
presentation at our society’s monthly meeting. 
I decided to cut and polish a cab from a piece 
of opal to cover the pit. � e rough piece was 
1.9 grams and cost $4.50 per gram. � e black 
pattern in the Lincoln agate would provide a 
perfect contrasting background for the opal, 
which is very colorful and stable.

Ethiopian opal is a hydrophane variety, which 
can take in and let out water in large amounts, 
and it loses its color as it gets wet. � ere’s not 

much of a problem with the colors being in 
layers or being directional, so orientation isn’t a 
di�  cult task. � e color quickly disappears and 
the stone becomes clear as you are grinding the 
stone in water. 

When it became di�  cult to see where 
the surface was, I stopped and let the stone 
dry out for an hour or two, until the color 
returned. I used standard lapidary techniques 
to � nish the stone. � e opal does a good job 
of hiding the pit, and it complements the 
Lincoln agate. 

The pattern in this Lincoln agate is about 1/16 
inch under the surface, with smaller dark spots 
and pits overtop the dark area.

The opal does a good job of hiding the pit, and 
it complements the piece.

The piece of rough Ethiopian opal was 1.9 
grams, and it cost $4.50 per gram.

The color quickly disappears and the 
stone becomes clear as you are grind-
ing the stone in water.
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Collecting 
Arkansas 
Quartz in 
the Ouachita 
Mountains
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Story by Tim Miller

The wind was kicking the Jeep around 
quite a bit as we drove through a cold 
Norther roaring south from Canada. It 

was 7:30 a.m. Sunday morning, a week before 
Christmas, and my best friend and rockhounding 
buddy, Lea, and I were heading north out of Cen-
tral Texas for a quick trip to Mount Ida, Arkansas. 
We were hoping to get there before all the 
campgrounds closed for the winter and before

the mines closed their gates for the holiday. We 
had timed our trip with the thought that we 
might have plenty of choice in picking a good 
campsite for our tent, and might not have to 
deal with crowds of out-of-school kids and their 
parents at the mines.

Driving out of Lampasas, Texas, that clear, 
cold morning, we had very little tra�  c to deal 
with, and with the Jeep heater blasting warm 
air, we settled back for the 468-mile, 7.5-hour 
drive to Mount Ida. 

These are some of 
the 66 clusters we 

dug in one day at the 
Twin Creek mine. 

TIM MILLER 
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Lea and I do a lot of camping, not in 
a cushy RV—though there have been 
many times we wished we had one—
but in “primitive” lodgings: a tent. We 
had returned two months previously 
from a rockhounding trip up through 
Colorado, west to Oregon, then up the 
coast to the Olympic Peninsula and on 
into British Columbia. We drove and 
camped across B.C. and into Alberta, 
visited Banff, then turned south and 
headed through Montana into Yellow-
stone Park to visit friends, then through 
Wyoming to Colorado and home again. 

Having picked up rocks in every river 
and stream we could legally access along 
the way, we came home with over 300 
pounds of agate, jasper, petrified wood, 
rhyolite, quartz, and other materials. We 
are serious rock pickers!

We travel fast and light, stopping only for gas and restrooms, 
carrying all our food in coolers: one dry box and one wet box for 
refrigerated stuff. We camped out most of the way, taking advan-
tage of airbnb’s just a couple of times when the weather turned too 
wet to camp with reasonable comfort. This trip was for one thing: 
Arkansas quartz crystals! 

Quartz crystals are found the world over, but Mount Ida, in 
the Ouachita Mountains, is unusual for the sheer abundance of 

well-formed milky quartz and water-
clear rock crystal found there. The area 
chamber of commerce, which holds an 
annual World Championship Quartz 
Crystal Dig, bills the town as the 
“Quartz Capital of the World” (www.
mtidachamber.com). I’ve visited Mount 
Ida several times with the intention of 
digging crystals, but it always seemed to 
be raining, or it had just rained heavily 
and the sticky, red clay was too messy 
to play in.

On my last trip there, I had hit every 
rock shop and roadside stand selling 
crystals and minerals and loaded up so 
heavily I had to rent a U-Haul trailer 
to bring everything home! But this trip 
looked to be a dry one, and both Lea 
and I were anxious to try our hand at 
digging crystals.

We turned north on Interstate 35 around 8 a.m. Apparently, 
temperatures hovering around 29°F were keeping a lot of people 
off the road. I was expecting more holiday traffic, for sure! We 
skirted Dallas on Interstate Loop 635 and slid onto Interstate 
30 East around noon. The north wind, now at our back was still 
boosting us along pretty well. 

It didn’t appear that the temperature would reach the forecasted 
high of 39°F that day. I had told Lea it wasn’t going to be any cold-

The Twin Creek mine is terraced into a hillside, where the rock seams that hold the crystals are exposed.

The red clay overburden was dry, so it did not 
stick to the crystal clusters as much. 

Twin Creek Mine 

Mount Ida Crystal Hunt

Twin Creek Mine 



er that 20°F that night, but I was beginning to think the weather 
prognosticators had misjudged the amount of cold air streaming 
south. I hoped the afternoon would warm up real nice and we 
could pull off the heavy coats and wool sweaters. I was dreaming!

As we cruised east at 75 mph on I-30, approaching Arkansas, 
the country began to change from flat plains into low hills, 
and the scrub brush turned to tall pine trees. Heavier timber 
signaled that we were driving into country that had topsoil, 
unlike central Texas.

I’d programmed our route into Google Maps just in case we lost 
service in the hills of Arkansas, and it proved to be a good idea, 
as service was intermittent for us while we were in the state. We 
were told most locals used AT&T, which neither Lea nor I had 
on our phones.

Google Maps told me to get off I-30 onto state Route 8 North 
at New Boston. Route 8 North turned into U.S. Highway 41 at 
Foreman, and we stayed on it until we got to De Queen. After a 
fuel and pit stop, a right turn put us onto U.S. Highway 70 East. 
As the highway took us across the Cossatot, Saline, and Little 
Missouri rivers, it became clear that tourism—though most likely 
seasonal—was a big deal here! Billboards and signs invited visi-
tors to ride the whitewater of the Cossatot River (“Cossatot” is an 
Indian word for “Skull Crusher”!), with its class III and IV rapids, 
raft the Little Missouri, or camp and fish at the lakes and streams 
that dot this region.

But the crowds had left for the season, and it was a rare sight 
to see any occupants at the roadside caravansaries. Lea com-
mented that, if a person wanted a deal on a room, they might 
get one if they asked.

Having passed through the small towns of Dierks, New Hope, 
Daisy and Kirby, we finally turned north onto U.S. Highway 27 
at Glenwood, drove into the Caddo Mountains, and entered the 
Ouachita (pronounced Wash-it-tah) National Forest.

Signs advertising crystals and roadside rock shops sprang up 
almost immediately. Resisting the temptation any rockhound 
would have to stop and cherry pick the goods, we drove on, as 
the afternoon was already starting to cool off from a high of 31°F, 
and we wanted a little daylight to find the campgrounds, set up 
camp, and cut firewood.

We drove through Mount Ida around 3 p.m., made a slight jog 
onto U.S. Highway 270 East, and continued north about five miles 
to state Route 298, as directed by the “Google Lady”, then took a 
right onto Puckett Bend Road. I had called around for camping 
spots a few days before we were to leave and found most of the 
campgrounds closed for the winter. I finally got hold of Frank 
Klein at Two Spirits Ltd. Canoe Adventures and Campground 
(www.twospiritsltd.com).

I’d asked Frank if there were any tent campsites available for the 
two days we would be there and, through almost uncontrollable 
laughter, he choked out a reply that the place was empty and 
would be ’til summer, and we could basically have the camp-
ground to ourselves!

Situated on the Ouachita River, the campground is heavily 
wooded with tall white oak and pine trees, and all the campsites 
face the river, which twists and turns past the camp.

We arrived at the camp office, which is also Frank’s home, right 
at 4 p.m. He introduced me to Sally, his wife. I got the feeling she’d 
come out just to get a look at the crazy people who were going to 
tent camp on their place in freezing weather.

The forecast I had been watching for days had pegged the low 
at 20°F that Sunday night, and we came prepared for that tem-
perature, but the first thing Frank said was, “Do you want to take 
a look at our heated cabins? They are $60 a night, but the forecast 
is now calling for 16°!”

I turned around to make sure Lea hadn’t come in the office 
behind me, then declined. I did ask if there was someplace I could 
cut some firewood. Frank replied that the deadfall in the woods 
was free, or he had oak wood already cut for sale.

I filled out the check-in sheet so he could notify our next of kin 
if we froze to death that night and paid the $10-per-head, per-
night fee for two nights. Twenty bucks a night was a little pricey 
for off-season rates, but not having to pay for firewood and hav-
ing hot showers available kind of made up for it. Besides, I wasn’t 
sure there were any other places close to Mount Ida to pitch a tent.

The temperature was already 26°F, and it wasn’t full dark yet! I 
kept my eyes glued to the track, not really wanting to see the look 
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This Arkansas 
crystal is a real 
treasure from the 
earth!
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in her eyes as I sheepishly informed her that the forecast now 
called for a low of 16°.

We chose the closest campsite to the bathrooms. They were still 
60 yards away—not so bad when the temperature is warmer, but 
pretty far in this weather for a midnight run to the potty!

Once the tent was up and staked down, we pulled the extra 
tarp over it to block the wind and, hopefully, hold some heat 
in. and while Lea did her thing blowing up the air mattress and 
getting the sleeping bags and extra wool blankets laid out inside, 
I did my thing and got the camp stove and cooking kit out and 
set about brewing coffee.

As rough as I’ve ever camped—and 
I’ve camped pretty rough, backpacking 
into the mountains of northern Mon-
tana to hunt elk and mule deer—I’ve 
always taken the time to brew good 
coffee. And though I considered what 
I made pretty good camp coffee, some-
times referred to as “Cowboy Coffee”, 
it has improved immensely since Lea 
gave me a French press last year.  Now 
it would rival Starbucks’ best! In my 
humble opinion, anyway.

We didn’t have to go far to cut up 
enough wood to get us through the 
evening. A couple handy fire starters got 
the twigs and branches lit up, and pretty 
soon we had the makings of a good fire 
going. We always cook food ahead of a 
trip so that all we need to do is warm it 
up or make sandwiches for a few days, 
and I had made a nice thick chicken-
vegetable soup the day before that I now 
put on the stove to warm up.

We had no WIFI that night, as I had 
neglected to ask for a password when 
we checked in, so there was no way to check the weather to see 
if the forecast was changing again. It was probably a good thing.

We made one last visit up to the bathrooms, leaving the propane 
tent heater running on low. When we returned it was about 7:30 
p.m., and when we crawled inside the tent, it was nice and toasty. 
We tucked ourselves into our down sleeping bags with extra wool 
blankets over top, and I turned off the heater. With thoughts of 
crystal clusters and the next day’s adventure rolling through our 
heads, we drifted off into the sleep that a long day of travel brings.

Around 8:30 a.m., I woke up thirsty and reached for my water 
bottle, only to discover it was frozen solid! The REI thermometer 
I keep on my jacket zipper read 19°F! When I exhaled, I could see 
the moisture in my breath freezing into ice particles as it rose to 
the top of the tent. I rolled over and lit the propane heater, but it 
took a few minutes to warm the tent enough to not see my breath 
anymore.

I continued to run the heater for about 15 minutes each hour all 
night long, and stayed inside the tent until it started to get light 
in the east the next morning. When I crawled out of the tent that 
Monday morning, it was 12°F! Fortunately, the wind had died 
down and the sun was coming up. Steam was rising off the river 
in front of the camp and ice had formed along both sides of the 
slow-running stream. It was going to be a good day!

I had been researching the many crystal mines in the area 
and had narrowed my search to just a few. Some were closed 
to the public this week before Christmas, and others appeared 
more suitable for tourists than serious rockhounds. I found 

that the fee to dig in the mines var-
ies between $15 and $25 per person; 
most don’t charge for children under 
13 years of age. The Twin Creek Crystal 
Mine charges $25 per adult and $12 for 
children 10 and under.

Through Facebook, I had contacted 
the owners of the Twin Creek Crystal 
Mine a couple days before the trip to let 
them know we were coming up to dig. 
The mine normally opened at 9 a.m., 
but as cold as it was, and since we were 
moving slowly that morning, we didn’t 
even leave camp ’til 9:05, and it would 
be a 30-minute drive.

Once again, I had pre-programmed 
the pleasant Google lady for direc-
tions to the mine from the camp. We 
took U.S. 270 back toward Mount Ida. 
Eleven miles down the two-lane road, 
we made a right turn onto Logan Gap 
Road. Judy’s Crystals n Things, with its 
orange metal roof, sits on the corner of 
Logan Gap and U.S. 270, and is a good 
landmark to look for.

After about half a mile, Logan Gap Road makes a sharp left-
hand turn as it winds around the Mount Ida Municipal Airport. 
The road turns right halfway down the runway and starts up the 
mountain. In 2.5 miles, there was a sign on the right, and we took 
a slight right onto Collier Springs Road.

The road narrows, sometimes just wide enough for one vehicle, 
and is rough enough that I was glad we were in a 4-wheel-drive 
Jeep. Low cars could make the road, I’m sure, but it would be slow 
going for them. Another 1.4 miles up the mountain, signs point 
the way to Twin Creek Crystal Mine.

I had been told that the gate would be locked and I should call 
them when we got to the gate. I dialed the number—only to find 
I had no phone service! Lea didn’t have so much as a roaming sig-
nal. No way was I going to walk past a NO TRESPASS sign! The 
only thing to do was drive down the mountain and find a phone. 

As we went past the airport, I remembered Judy’s shop on the 

Mount Ida Crystal Hunt
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Loose crystals can be found lying on the 
ground, ripe for the picking! 

Twin Creek Mine 
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It took several days of soaking 
and scrubbing to get the Arkansas 
quartz crystals looking like this.
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Twin Creek Crystal Mine included more 
than 250 single and double crystals.
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corner. As we came up to it, we saw a lady 
bundled up in a warm coat getting out of 
her truck. Maybe our luck was turning. As 
I approached her, I passed tables covered 
with crystal clusters and mineral specimens 
from the area.

I explained our problem to Judy, and she 
graciously invited us in to use her landline. I 
followed her in, but Lea was already making 
loops around the tables, examining the gor-
geous crystals and minerals for sale.

Unfortunately, I just got the answering 
machine. I left a message, but of course didn’t 
know how long it would take them to check 
their messages.

“That’s not their cell phone,” Judy told me. 
Pointing down the highway, she said, “Drive 
on down to Fiddler’s Ridge Rock Shop, just 
about a mile on down the highway, just past 
the bridge.”

We crossed a bridge over a creek and saw 
another orange-roofed building on the left 
with big rock displays out front. We were met 
inside by Jim Fetcho, a friendly man who was 
sorting crystal clusters on a shelf. I shook his 
hand, introduced ourselves, and explained 
our dilemma. 

“Bobby’s my son,” Jim informed us. “I don’t 
know his cell phone number, but I can call my 
wife and get it for you. I’m sure he’s at home 
wrapping crystals to take out for the Quartz-
site show, thinking no one would want to dig 
on a day as cold as today.” 

Jim dialed the number, spoke to his wife a 

minute as I looked around the huge show-
room, shelves full of awesome crystals and 
minerals, and then handed the phone to me. 
She gave me his cell number and said she was 
sure Bobby would never expect anyone at the 
mine on a day like today.

Not sure if I should start questioning my 
own sanity, I dialed the number and it was 
picked up on the first ring.

“Bobby,” I said, “I Facebook messaged with 
you the other day and told you I would be 
here today, rain or shine to dig crystals. I tried 
calling from the mine gate and didn’t have a 
phone signal. Your father was kind enough to 
help us contact you.”

“Well, I never expected you to make it 
today, cold as it is,” he said, “but if you want 
to dig, I’ll meet you up at the mine and let you 
in. I can be there in 30 minutes.”

I handed the phone back to Jim, and since 
we were only about 15 minutes from the 
mine gate, took the time to look through the 
shop and chat with him. Jim had worked for 
many years at the Bear Mountain mine, and 
took the time to show us some pictures and 
tell us what to look for up at the mine. He 
had hauled crystals out to the big Quartzsite 
gem and mineral show for 40 years before 
retiring and giving his prime booth site to 
his son, Bobby.

We left and drove back up to the Twin 
Creek mine. You can bet the next time we 
come back to Mount Ida, we’ll pay Jim a 
visit. He’s a great guy and has a rock shop 

Two Spirits Ltd. Campground, 
where we set up our tent, 
was empty because the cold 
weather had kept all the fair-
weather campers at home.
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that would make any rockhound or lapidary 
drool. 

We weren’t sitting at the mine gate 10 min-
utes when Bobby showed up. We followed 
him through the thick woods, the mountain 
rising up on our left side as we wound around 
the ridge. The mine site was cut into the red-
clay ridge and terraced to bedrock, rising up 
the ridge about 200 feet. On the right side of 
the road was a porto-john and well-used old 
trailer on blocks, with an awning over the 
front and a picnic table under it for eating 
lunch or sorting crystals—or both.

“Grab your gear, tools and buckets, or what-
ever you’re going to use,” Bobby said, “and I’ll 
take you up and show you’re around, so you 
can get started.” It was right at 11:30. I opened 
the back of the Jeep and pulled out two 5-gal-
lon plastic buckets, heavy leather work gloves 
and knee pads for both of us, our two rock 
hammers, and a crowbar. I would later come 
back and retrieve a couple of knives and a 
garden weeding tool once we saw how handy 
they would be for working in the narrow 
seams. One thing I didn’t take up into the pit 
was a long screwdriver, but that would also be 
a handy tool.

The red clay overburden was dry and not 
the least sticky. We followed Bobby into the 
pit, our eyes scanning the ground for color 
and sparkle. Bobby pointed out that a person 
could just walk around and find loose crystals 
in the soil, and sure enough, I spotted a couple 
nice singles as big around as my little finger 
that went into my pocket for safekeeping.

We moved higher to where the soil had 
been removed down to bedrock along the 
ridge face. Bobby got down on his knees and 
pointed out what we should look for.

“See how the bedrock is split here, with a 
seam of clay separating it? The crystals grew 
in these seams between the rock, and over 
time, filled up with soil from above. If you dig 
in these seams you’ll find crystals, OK?”

We crystal-digging rookies fanned out and 
began to hunt for terminated beauties. We 
picked up some singles, and I found one good 
seam that was 2 inches to 5 inches wide. I 
could see crystal clusters that clung to the 
rock face and disappeared into the clay-filled 
seam. I went to work pulling clay out of the 
seam. Lea was also finding good crystals as 
she moved around the open pit.

After a bit, Bobby, who had been working 
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on a seam about 30 feet away, called us over. 
He had opened up a seam with his chipping 
bar. “See how this seam opens up with this 
thick clay filling it?” he said. “If you take your 
tool and try to get behind the clay or under it, 
you can just peel that layer of clay off, and in 
the clay you will find crystals.”

He did, in fact, peel off about a 4-inch layer 
of clay and, catching it in his other hand, 
revealed a handful of crystals falling out of 
the loosened clay. He placed them on a rock 
ledge and went back in for another cut, bring-
ing out more crystals. 

He stood up and told us, “There you go, 
that’s a good seam! If you work it, you will 
find some good crystals in there, and you can 
have all those, as well.” He pointed at the pile 
of loose crystals on the rock ledge.

Lea and I worked that seam, and another 
one about 20 feet away, breaking only for a 
quick sandwich and some coffee. We worked 
until about 3:30, and both had our buckets 
pretty full of crystal clusters and singles.

The sun had moved over the ridge, and a 
promise of another cold night ahead prompted 
me to suggest we collect our gear and head 
down the mountain. We needed some daylight 
to gather firewood, and frankly, I was bushed!

I gathered my tools and the layers I had 
peeled off during the day, hoisted my bucket 
of glistening goodies, and trudged over to 
where Lea was intently digging in the seam 
Bobby had opened for us. 

“Let’s pack it up honey. We’ve exceeded my 
wildest expectation today! I would have been 

happy with a couple handfuls of crystals, and 
here we have bucket loads!”

Without taking her head out of the seam, 
she replied, “Just one more, darling!”

I just chuckled to myself in full understand-
ing. How many times had I looked down a 
river or stream, wondering what great find 
was just beyond, or climbed over the next 
ridge to see what lay in the next valley? 

Finally, after one last, then a few more one 
lasts, we thanked Bobby for letting us dig and 
for his generosity, and hauled our gear, buck-
ets, and old bones out of the mine and down 
to the Jeep. We loaded up with few words, our 
minds collectively envisioning what we had 
not found that day.

By the time we got back to camp it was hinting 
darkness so we quickly grabbed the chainsaw 
and gathered more than enough wood for the 
night. A quick dinner and a hot shower and we 
crawled (literally) into the tent and lit the heater 
to warm it. We wouldn’t look at our take from 
the mine again until we returned home.

The high that day had been 33°F, and that 
night the temperature fell to 18°F. I kept the 
heater running as much of the night as I 
could, and got very little sleep at all. 

We pulled away from the Ouachita River 
and Two Spirits Campground around 8:30 
a.m. and worked out a reverse direction with 
the Google Girl to take us back home.

With only the necessary stops for gas and 
bathrooms on the return trip, we backed into 
the driveway about 5:30 p.m. I did take time to 
carry the two buckets of crystals onto the back 

The dark-red areas consist of 
hardened clay that will have 

to be removed, and itÕs no 
small task!
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patio and fill them with water to start softening 
the packed clay around the crystals and clusters.

The next morning, refreshed from a good 
night’s sleep, we got set up to sort and clean our 
goodies. We did a quick tally as I emptied the 
buckets, and found we had come home with 66 
crystal clusters, from 2 inches up to the size of 
a dinner plate. The singles and double crystals 
total more than 250, an amazing reward for a 
few hours of work on the side of a mountain on 
a cold day. I’d do it again in a flash!

Lea commented that she now had a much 
better appreciation for the vendors at gem and 
mineral shows and their glistening crystals, 
because cleaning the individual crystals, and 
especially the clusters, is arduous work: wash 
to get the loose stuff off, pick at the layers, and 
wash off again. We let some dry until the clay 
cracked, hosed and soaked them until the 
remaining clay swelled, then let it dry again 
until it cracked and came loose.

When as much of the clay was removed as 
possible, we placed the crystals in buckets of 
oxalic acid to remove the iron stains, then 
rinsed them and soaked them in a baking 
soda solution to neutralize the acid. Then we 
were able to hold a pristine gift of nature in 
our hand and admire it.

The trip to Mount Ida will, I hope, never 
be forgotten. It was fun and rewarding, and 
we appreciate the people in Mount Ida who 
helped make it so. You can find the Twin Creek 
Crystal Mine and Two Spirits campground on 
Facebook. They will respond quickly to mes-
saging, or you can do it the old-fashioned way 
and call them on the phone. Contact infor-
mation for Judy’s Crystals n Things, Fiddler’s 
Ridge Rock Shop, and other area fee-dig mines 
and rock shops can be found on the Mount Ida 
Area Chamber of Commerce Web site (http://
mtidachamber.com/yp_crystals.htm).

I suggest that you make contact ahead of 
time with campgrounds or motels and mine 
sites. During the warmer months, seasonal 
tourists will be taking up space that we found 
open, so plan your trip out in advance so you 
can have more enjoyment. 

Arkansas is a beautiful state, and we plan return 
someday for more crystals. But first we have a few 
other places to go. Rocks are waiting. 

Tim Miller is an artist, lapidary and jeweler, and 

co-owner of Rimrock Gallery, an online jewelry 
and art gallery (www.rimrockgallery.com).
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Mineral colors, which are almost always 
inorganic in origin, are o� en caused 

by the light-re� ectance and light-absorption 
properties of crystal lattices, modi� cations of 
these lattices, the presence of both essential 
and accessory chromophoric (color-causing) 
elements, and inclusions of inorganic, for-
eign materials. 

Nevertheless, a few minerals do exhibit 
colors with organic origins. Among those 
most familiar to collectors are pink halite 
from Searles Lake, California; pink common 
opal from Acari, Peru; and golden-brown 
� uorite from Clay Center, Ohio. 

� e pink to reddish colors of Searles Lake 
halite are due to organic pigments produced 
by microorganisms. Despite its very high 
salinity, the brine in Searles Lake supports a 
surprising amount of aquatic life, including 
huge numbers of microscopic, halophyllic 
(salt-loving) bacteria called halobacteria. 

A single drop of Searles Lake brine con-
tains millions of these rod-shaped halobac-
teria, each of which produces carotenoid 
pigments similar to those found in tomatoes, 
red peppers, shrimp, red � owers, and red 
autumn leaves. Searles Lake halobacteria 
secrete these carotenoid pigments to protect 
their sensitive cells from the intense desert 
sunlight. Periodic “blooms” of these halo-
bacteria can actually color the Searles Lake 
brine red. 

In conditions of elevated summer tempera-
tures and saturated levels of salinity, natu-
ral encrustations of halite periodically form 
along the lakeshore. As these halite crystals 
develop, they “capture” the reddish color of 
the carotenoid pigments. In typical speci-
mens of Searles Lake halite, well-developed, 
cubic crystals with white to light-pink colors 
rest atop a matrix of more intensely colored 
but smaller, less-well-developed crystals. 

In such specimens, the matrix crystals 
formed when high carotenoid concentrations 
in the brine provided intense, red coloration, 
but interfered with crystal development. � e 
large, well-developed, light-colored individ-

ual crystals consist of nearly pure halite, 
and crystallized from brine with low carot-
enoid concentrations. Some Searles Lake 
halite specimens also exhibit green colors 
that are due to chlorophyll pigments pro-

duced by large growths of algae. 
Because of its indeterminate composition 

and noncrystalline structure, opal is tech-
nically classi� ed as a mineraloid. Peruvian 
pink opal consists of a variable mixture of 
opal (hydrated silica), chalcedony and paly-
gorskite, the last being a basic hydrous mag-
nesium aluminum silicate with the formula 
(Mg,Al)2Si4O10(OH)·4H2O. 

Palygorskite occurs as � brous crystals with 
a strong a�  nity for organic or hydrocarbon 
molecules, to which it attaches by hydro-
gen bonding. Peruvian pink opal contains 
between 10% and 40% palygorskite. While 

not a pigment itself, palygorskite is a “carri-
er” of the pigment that creates the color in 
the pink opal. 

� is pink color is actually due to quinones, 
hydrocarbon compounds with reddish col-
ors that were derived from ancient plant 
materials. At Acarí, these quinones occurred 
in a buried, fossil lake bottom within a 
basaltic environment. Because of the ready 
availability of magnesium in the basalt, paly-
gorskite formed and was introduced into the 
local groundwater. Along with its attached 
quinone molecules, it was present in the 
silica gels that solidi� ed into opal. � anks 
to the quinones that impart this distinctive 
color, Peruvian pink opal is a very attractive 
gemstone. 

� e yellow-gold, amber and “root-beer” 
shades of � uorite crystals from the limestone 
quarries of Clay Center, Ohio, are caused by 
inclusions of microscopic particles of bitu-
minous materials, speci� cally hydrocarbon 
compounds that are derived from petroleum. 

Clay Center is located atop the Find-
lay Arch, a geological uplift of Paleozoic 
sediments that acted as a stratigraphic 
trap to accumulate petroleum originating 
from the destructive distillation of bur-
ied organic matter. Particulate bituminous 
material, which is common in the regional 
sediments, became included in the fluorite 
at the time of its crystallization. The yellow 
to brown colors of Clay Center fluorite 
result from the direct reflection of inci-
dent light from these included bituminous 
particles. 

While most mineral colors are inorganic 
in origin, at least a few are attributable to 
organic compounds. 

Organic Colors in Minerals

The pink color often seen in halite specimens 
from Searles Lake, California, is caused by ca-
rotenoid pigments produced by halobacteria. 

The color of pink common opal from Peru is 
caused by quinones, which are hydrocarbon 
compounds that were produced by ancient 
plant materials. 
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Breathing New Life into 
Colorado’s Last Chance
Story and Photos by Steve Voynick
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Some Amethyst 
Vein material has 

unusual pinkish-red 
colors and intricate 

patterns that interest 
many lapidaries. 
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All these visitors enjoyed a well-lighted, safe underground 
mine tour through workings carved into Creede’s legendary 
Amethyst Vein silver deposit. While underground, they saw 
and photographed haulage drifts, stopes, ore chutes, and in situ 
veins of amethyst-silver ore gleaming from the walls. 

What they did not see was the eight summers of expense and 
effort that were needed to satisfy a host of state safety require-
ments before the mine could be opened to the public.

“Opening a tourist mine is a complex process,” Jack says. “It’s 
not just a matter of making walkways and stringing lights. Like 
mines that actually produce ore, tourist mines must meet rigid 
safety standards and pass inspections.

“Tourist mines preserve history that would otherwise be 
lost and forgotten,” he continues. “Without tourist mines, few 

people today could experience what the underground is really 
like. And because of its rich history and unusual mineraliza-
tion, opening the Last Chance for public tours was especially 
important.”

The Last Chance originally opened 126 years ago as one of 
six major mines along the Amethyst Vein, a large, mineralogi-
cal complex that is rich in silver and lead. The mine produced 
for nearly 70 years and is well known today among mineral 
collectors and lapidaries for its Amethyst Vein ore. Consist-
ing largely of silvery-gray, argentiferous galena in a matrix of 
purple amethyst and banded, blue-and-white agate, it is one of 
the most distinctive and eye-catching ores ever mined. 

Geologists trace the origin of the Amethyst Vein back 65 
million years to the uplifting of the Rocky Mountains and the 

Tale of a Tourist Mine 

Restoring historic surface buildings and rebuilding the portal was only part of the work needed to open the Last Chance as a tourist mine.

Anyone thinking of opening a tourist mine might want to talk with Jack Morris, owner of the 
Last Chance mine, in Creede, Colorado. Jack opened the Last Chance to public tours last 
year, the newest of Colorado’s 12 tourist mines. During the first summer he gave under-

ground tours, Jack’s guests included not only vacationing tourists, but large numbers of rock-
hounds, mining historians, mining-engineering students, geologists and lapidaries.



fracturing of the regional crust. Magma later penetrated this 
weakened crust, extruding rhyolitic lava to create the San Juan 
Mountains. At the future site of Creede, decreasing magmatic 
pressure caused the surface to subside, forming a caldera, or 
collapsed volcanic system. 

Hydrothermal solutions rich in silica, silver and lead then 
surged upward into the fractured rhyolite, filling fissures with 
chalcedony, banded agate, amethyst quartz, lead and silver 
sulfides, and bits of native silver. The largest of these deposits 
is the Amethyst Vein, which is a mile long and roughly 15 feet 
thick. Emplaced in altered rhyolite, the Amethyst Vein has a 
concentric structure and is surrounded by zones of silver-lead 
mineralization that are laced with veinlets of amethyst quartz 
and banded agate. 

Dark quartz and argentiferous galena form the vein’s out-
ermost portion. Next come sections of blue-and-white agate 
and argentiferous galena and native silver in amethyst quartz. 
The center vugs are either lined with colorless, druzy quartz 
or filled with masses of argentiferous galena, acanthite, and 
native silver. 

The Amethyst Vein was discovered in 1889. By 1893, Ame-
thyst Vein mines were producing 4.8 million troy ounces 
(roughly 150 metric tons), worth nearly $6 million, annually. 

The Last Chance is on an extension of the Amethyst Vein that 
prospector Theodore Renninger discovered in 1891. He named 
his strike aptly, as it was the last of Creede’s major discoveries. 
In 1893, Renninger sold his claims for $150,000 to local 
businessman Ralph Granger, who developed the Last Chance 
into a major silver producer with 13 underground levels,  
30 miles of workings, and a 1,400-foot-long, inclined shaft.

The Last Chance operated continuously under unified man-
agement until 1947, when the Granger family began leas-
ing mine sections to independent miners. Production finally 
ended in 1960. During the 1970s, contractors “mined” the Last 
Chance dumps, shipping “waste rock” that graded as high as 
38 troy ounces of silver per ton—far richer than any silver ore 
then being mined in the United States. 

By then, the Creede district had produced 50 million troy 
ounces of silver and 100,000 tons of lead—mostly from Ame-
thyst Vein ore. Despite having large ore reserves, the high 
costs of modern underground development and environmen-
tal compliance prevented Creede’s mines from reopening. In 
1976, with its underground workings and surface facilities 
collapsing, the Last Chance—the last underground access to 
the Amethyst Vein—was sealed shut. 

But unlike Creede’s other mines, the Last Chance would 
have a second lease on life, and it began two decades later with 
the arrival of Jack Morris. A Missouri native and professional 
trucker, Jack had become interested in minerals and mining 
while hauling equipment to Missouri lead mines and Arizona 
copper mines. 

In 1995, Jack began spending his summer vacations in 
Creede, exploring the old mining district and studying its 
history. He became particularly intrigued by the Last Chance. 
Although the mine was sealed and its surface buildings were in 
poor condition, the view was spectacular and the dumps were 
filled with attractive Amethyst Vein mineral specimens. 

“Despite its minerals, history and location, the Last Chance 
was just crumbing away,” Jack remembers. “It seemed to me 
that something—I didn’t know exactly what—could be done 
with the mine.”

Jack introduced himself to Nancy Granger Schallen, the 
owner of the Last Chance and granddaughter of Ralph Grang-
er, the businessman who had bought the mine in 1893.

“After we had talked several times,” Jack recalls, “Nancy asked 
what I’d do with the mine if I owned it. I told her I’d restore 
the surface buildings and preserve its history, and I’d fund 
the work by selling Amethyst Vein material as specimens and 
ornamental stone.” 

Nancy then asked Jack if he wanted to buy the Last Chance. 
Jack knew he couldn’t afford it—until Nancy offered to sell it for 
nothing more than its assessed tax value as an inactive mine.” 

In 1998, Jack purchased the Last Chance. Three years later, 
he began restoring the surface buildings and opened the prop-
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Tale of a Tourist Mine 

Jack Morris has installed a bright, state-of-
the-art, light-emitting-diode lighting system 
in the underground mine.

Morris plans to open a new section each 
year. He will have to clean out drifts filled 
with broken timbers and fallen rock.

This mined-out stope in the Last 
Chance mine was once filled with Am-
ethyst Vein ore.
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erty as a mineral collecting site and histori-
cal attraction. � e mine dumps, � lled with 
amethyst quartz, banded agate, and metal 
sul� des, gained immediate popularity among 
rockhounds and lapidaries. 

Jack never thought about reopening the 
underground until the summer of 2007. 
While improving the mine’s access road, his 
grader suddenly broke through the road sur-
face into an underground dri� . 

With a hardhat and cap lamp, Jack climbed 
into the 10-foot-deep hole for a look. A 
half-hour later, a� er crawling 100 feet on his 
hands and knees through a jumble of fallen 
rock and old timbers, he emerged into an 
open haulage dri�  from which he could see 
stopes and ore passes. Chipping the walls 
with a rock pick, he exposed veinlets of 
amethyst-silver ore. 

“I knew this was something that the pubic 
would want to see.” Jack says. “I made up my 
mind right there to reopen the mine.” 

Jack then took a few friends and fam-
ily members into the mine. But before he 
contacted the state to inquire about tourist-
mine regulations, the state contacted him. 
Someone had reported that he was giving 
underground tours. 

“A state mine inspector explained that tak-
ing a few friends underground on my own 
property was not a problem,” Jack recounts. 
“� en he told me something I already knew—
that public tours would require a permit.” 

In Colorado, jurisdiction for health and 
safety in underground mines—both produc-
ing mines and tourist mines—falls under 
the Division of Reclamation, Mining and 
Safety, a part of the Department of Natural 
Resources. � e division’s Mine Safety and 
Training Program (MSTP) oversees tourist 
mines, which are de� ned as mines that do 
not produce and sell products such as metals, 
ores, and other mineral resources that 
a� ect commerce, and that exist primarily 
to conduct tours. � e MSTP mandates that 
tourist mines must comply with all federal 
health and safety regulations for commercial 
underground mines. 

But when the � rst state mine inspector 
to visit the Last Chance in 2008 would not 
enter the underground through the collapsed 
roadbed, Jack’s � rst project was to reopen the 

portal that had been sealed 32 years earlier. 
Doing this would not be easy. � e portal 
rock, part of a hydrothermally altered, verti-
cal fault, was very unstable. Working with a 
small team of former hardrock miners, Jack 
had to blast out 40 feet of bad rock, then 
completely replace the portal timbering and 
cribbing. 

Because of the mine’s 10,600-foot elevation 
and heavy winter snow that limited work to 
summers only, rebuilding the portal took 
� ve years. 

Beyond the portal, the dri� s were � lled 
with timbers and fallen rock. Some dri� s 
followed faults of so� , altered rock that also 
had to be mined out for safety reasons. Jack 
and his crew hauled out countless tons of 
rock, using it to expand the parking area and 
rebuild the access road. 

When the portal had been completely 
rebuilt in 2013, state mine inspectors could 
� nally determine that the interior rock was 
stable and posed no hazard. Work then 
progressed to the interior of the 13th level 
and included barring down, or manually 
removing, all loose overhead rock, and level-
ing and smoothing the � oor to prepare safe 
walkways.

A� er all the work to rebuild the portal, 
Jack was pleased to learn that the mine 
would not require a fan-ventilation system. 
� e interconnected workings of all other 
Amethyst Vein mines are lower in elevation 
than the Last Chance. Air enters these mines 
from points over a mile away, then � ows 
upward to exit through the Last Chance. 
Mine inspectors measured the mine’s oxygen 
level at 19.8% to 19.9%, well above the mini-
mum 19.5% requirement.

� e state then inspected Jack’s solar-pow-
ered, battery-backup, underground electri-
cal system to ensure that junction boxes 
were dry and all wires and connections were 
out of reach of visitors. Next, Jack set up a 
self-contained telephone system to link the 
underground with the surface and installed a 
bright, state-of-the-art, light-emitting-diode 
lighting system. 

Another state-mandated requirement was 
the designation of an underground safety room 
equipped with medical supplies, drinking 
water and food, telephone terminal, stretchers, 

Tale of a Tourist Mine pearls
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and bottled oxygen. Finally, state mine inspectors reviewed and 
approved the mine’s emergency procedure plan, and confirmed 
that all underground guides were familiar with emergency plans 
and had been trained in basic medical procedures. 

During the eight summers of work needed to rehabilitate the 
mine, inspectors visited the Last Chance more than a dozen 
times. In June 2016, the Last Chance was finally approved for 
public underground tours. An inspector even made a surprise 
visit in August—“just to see how things were going”.

Additional inspections, announced or unannounced, can 
take place at any time. Should a serious violation of state 
regulations be found, inspectors can shut down any tourist 
mine on the spot. 

The Last Chance is located at the north end of the Creede 
Mining District, just below the rim of Bachelor Ridge. The 
restored surface structures occupy a flat area between the 
upper and lower dumps. A timber observation deck overhangs 
the lower mine dump and offers a dramatic view of the sur-
rounding mountains and a canyon floor 800 feet below. 

The Last Chance is now both a mine tour and a mineral 
collecting site. The underground tour currently consists of 
one-quarter mile of level walking and lasts 40 minutes. The 
underground temperature is a comfortable 57°F.

The mine dump, accessed by a timber walkway, contains 
an abundance of Amethyst Vein material. Pieces range in 
size from tumbling material to cabinet-size display speci-
mens and even larger ornamental pieces. Collectors have also 
found 1-inch-long, amethyst crystals; “center-ore” specimens 
of argentiferous galena and acanthite; multicolor “ametrine” 
crystals, with both the purple of amethyst and the golden-
yellow of citrine; and blue-green copper minerals. 

Collectors without their own equipment are provided with 
a bucket and rock hammer, and a water bottle. Spraying the 
dump material reveals the distinctive Amethyst Vein banding. 
Exploring the dump is free; material may be removed for a 
charge of $2 per pound. Visitors may also purchase specimens 

from Jack’s extensive collection. 
The opening of the Last Chance to public tours does not 

mean that underground development work is completed. Jack 
will open a new section of the mine each year, eventually 
extending the underground tour route to 1.5 miles. He is also 
planning specialized tours for gem and mineral clubs, colleges, 
and professional geological associations, and will designate 
underground areas in which collectors can “mine” their own 
Amethyst Vein specimens from in situ veinlets.

Jack also has advice for anyone thinking about opening an 
old mine for public tours: “First, don’t underestimate the time, 
effort, and cost to reopen a mine,” he says, “because all will 
exceed your initial estimates. Second, listen to the state mine 
inspectors. They can foresee problems that you might not even 
think about.

“And don’t expect to make a lot of money,” Jack concludes. 
“The real reward comes in knowing you’ve preserved a bit 
of history. I tell visitors that the first owner of a mine took 
the value—the gold and silver—out. But the last owner who 
reopens that mine to the public puts the value back in. That’s 
what we’ve done at the Last Chance.” 

Creede is 125 road miles northeast of Durango, Colorado, 
and 300 miles southwest of Denver. The Last Chance is five 
miles north of Creede along the 17-mile-long Bachelor His-
toric Tour, a graded gravel route with interpretive signage that 
winds through Creede’s old mining district. 

The Last Chance is open from Memorial Day through Sep-
tember, from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., but call ahead to confirm sea-
sonal opening and closing dates. The mine-tour fee is $15 for 
adults and $10 for children age 12 or under. The Last Chance 
also has three on-site cabins with accommodations for as many 
as 12 visitors. Use of the cabins is free; donations to the mine 
restoration fund are accepted. 

For additional information, telephone (719) 238-7959 or 
(719) 658-1059, e-mail jack@lastchancemine.com, or visit 
www.lastchancemine.com. 

Tale of a Tourist Mine 

In the light of a cap lamp, a 6-inch-wide, 
in situ veinlet of Amethyst Vein material 
gleams from the wall of a drift in the mine. 

This slab of Amethyst Vein material shows 
the most common colors and banding 
pattern. 

The observation deck at the Last Chance 
mine overlooks the lower mine dump and 
the floor of a canyon, 800 feet below.
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Russ Kaniuth is the own er 
of Sunset Ridge Lapidary 
Arts and the cofounder of 
the Cabs and Slabs Face-
book group. See more of his 
work at www.sunsetridge 
lapidary.com.

what to cut
by RUSS KANIUTH

Shattuckite is an eye-catching blue copper 
mineral. It is much like chrysocolla, but of 

a darker shade, and is usually mixed with other 
copper mineral, such as chrysocolla, malachite 
and cuprite. � is mix can result in a fantastic 
display of color.

� is copper silicate was originally discovered 
back in 1915 in the Shattuck mine in Bisbee, 
Arizona, a copper-rich area. Since that time, it 
has been found in various locations around the 
world, but the Arizona material seems to be the 
best known and most widely used. Recently, 
I have obtained material from a deposit that 
was recently discovered by Rodney Frisby, in 
Maricopa County, Arizona. 

While searching what was originally a gold 
mine, Rodney came across some copper 
ma terial indicators, which led him to discover 
a new deposit of shattuckite. � e vein itself 
only goes down 5 to 7 feet. Rodney will tell you 
that following a vein is hit or miss. Sometimes, 
an indicator will yield a small, thin vein, that 
� zzles out, but this time, it yielded some of the 
nicest shattuckite I’ve seen in quite some time. 
It is quite hard, and has inclusions of many 
other minerals, such as chrysocolla, malachite, 
hematite and cuprite, to name a few. 

Many copper materials, including this one, 
need to be stabilized with epoxy before lapi-

dary treatment begins. When starting to cut 
slabs from a material I think might have frac-
tures, I always like to use water, and not oil, 
with my saw. When I cut a slab, I hold it in the 
light and watch as the water evaporates. � e 
water on the � at surface will dry more quickly 
than the moisture trapped in the cracks, which 
shows me where the fractures are. 

Many times they are just microfractures and 
will just grind out of your work as you start to 
cab, while you can see that others go through 
the entire slab. � is is where you want to 
decide whether to stabilize the slab, break it 
apart along those cracked zones, or cut along 
the cracks to make your preforms. I haven’t 
had too many issues with this new shattuckite; 
there were a couple fractures, but I simply 
broke it apart and still had plenty of room to 
make sizable cabochons from it.

Cabbing this material isn’t much di� erent 
from working with many types of jasper; how-
ever, I would avoid using a coarse-grit grinding 
wheel to start the process. I suggest the 220 
grit wheel; it seems to cut much more quickly 
and smoothly, and eliminates any chances of 
big chunks being removed from the backside 
of the cab. 

Utilize your 220 grit wheel as much as pos-
sible to shape and dome your cab, and smooth 

it out as much as possible at this stage. By doing 
this, you can proceed with a light touch on the 
280 grit wheel to avoid any undercutting that 
could occur due to di� erent hardnesses caused 
by varying mineral inclusions.

Once you have � nished on the 280 grit wheel, 
stop and dry the cab o�  thoroughly, and exam-
ine for any unwanted scratches or undercut-
ting. Some undercutting is just unavoidable 
at times, but other times you might see a huge 
di� erence if there are large areas of minerals 
that are so� er than others. You can either 
leave it that way or go back to the 220 grit and 
attempt to smooth it out further. 

A� er I have passed the 600 grit stage, I start 
to add pressure to the wheels from 1200 grit 
on. I generally think that at 14,000 grit most 
shattuckite will have a beautiful, high-gloss 
� nish and be easily considered a � nished cab, 
but if you have the means to go to 50,000 grit, it 
will enhance the polish a bit more. 

Shattuckite
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Bertrandite and Tiff any Stone
Bertrandite (Be4Si2O7(OH)2) is something of a sister mineral to beryl. It’s frequently an 

alteration of beryl, and both are o� en found together in granitic pegmatites that are rich in 
beryllium. Bertrandite forms in radiating clusters of needlelike crystals that can be color-
less, white, or pale yellow, and at Mohs 6-7, it is about as hard as quartz. It has a vitreous 
to pearly luster, and crystals may be transparent or translucent. Discovered in the Nantes 
region of France, it was named for French mineralogist Émile Bertrand, who co-founded 
the French Society of Mineralogy.

Like beryl, bertrandite is a primary ore of 
beryllium, a metalloid with a variety of appli-
cations. Beryllium is o� en alloyed with alumi-
num, copper, iron and nickel. Its characteris-
tics of strength, sti� ness, corrosion resistance, 
lightness, and good heat dissipation make it 
perfect for use in aircra� , missiles and satel-
lites. It’s also used in electronics, ceramics, and 
the medical industry.

� e key U.S. mine for industrial-scale ex-
traction of beryllium is the Brush Wellman 
beryllium mine in western Utah’s Sevier Des-
ert. � ere, bertrandite is extracted from nodules that also contain � uorite, opal, chalcedony, 
and manganese oxides. � e mixture exhibits swirling color patterns of purple, lavender, yel-
low, black and white. 

Such bertrandite nodules have been valued as a gemstone that goes by the name Ti� any Stone. When slabbed, Ti� any Stone can be cra� ed 
into lovely cabochons for use in jewelry. � e Brush Wellman mine has been closed to the public for a long time, and samples of Ti� any Stone 
from that source have become rare, but another nearby source of the lapidary material has been located.

—Jim Brace-� ompson

Mineral Glossary

Flos Ferri This Latin phrase literally means “fl owers of iron”. It 
refers to a branching form of the mineral aragonite (calcium carbon-
ate). The name was given by Austrian miners, who found these 
specimens in their iron mines and thought they resembled fl ow-
ers. Mineralogists use the scientifi c word “coralloidal” (corallike) to 
describe this mineral shape.

Bertrandite (Minas Gerais, Brazil)

Tiff any Stone
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Crystal Growing
As long as I can remember, I’ve been interested in geology. Maybe that’s because my aunt and uncle are rockhounds, and every time they 

visit, they bring some of the beautiful things they � nd! I always get excited when they bring new rocks for me to look at, but I love the crystals 
the most.

Crystals can take up to 1,000 years to grow. I am 9 years old and impatient. I can’t wait that long for a glittery, shiny object! Luckily for me, 
my aunt sent me a crystal-growing kit, and it only took me about a week to get my gorgeous ball of joy.

� e kit included four di� erent experiments. Two of them would make citrine-colored (yellow) crystals and two would make ruby-colored 
(red) crystals. � e box said they would look a lot like natural citrine and ruby, but would have a very di� erent chemical makeup.

I chose to do the Citrine Crystal Cluster experiment � rst because it seemed the easiest and quickest, and the citrine really caught my eye.
� e instructions said that the size of the crystal cluster would depend on the size and shape of the container I chose to grow it in. I decided 

to use a round glass bowl that is about the size of a so� ball.
First, I opened the bag of crystal-growing chemicals and stuck the tip of a spoon in it. Some of the little grains in the bag stuck to the spoon. 

I looked at them with a magnifying glass, and could see that those little grains looked like super-tiny crystals!
My mom helped me with the next step. We poured about 3½ cups of water into a saucepan and added the rest of the “citrine” chemicals 

(about 2¼ cups worth). As the water started to boil, we stirred it until the chemicals were completely dissolved. At that point, we removed the 
pan from the hot stove and let it cool for about half an hour. � en we poured the solution into the round glass bowl.

Remember when I dipped the spoon into the bag of crystal growing chemicals? When the solution in the glass bowl was cool, Mom helped 
me drop the little grains I’d collected on the spoon into the very middle of the bowl. It was important that most of them land in the middle so 
the crystal cluster would have plenty of room to grow.

We covered the bowl with plastic wrap and let it stand overnight. When we removed the plastic wrap a� er about 12 hours, we could already 
see little crystals. It was so cool!

� e instructions said not to disturb the solution for at least seven days or until the � rst crystal tip reached the surface of the solution. I 
checked the bowl every day. I couldn’t really measure them with a ruler, but the crystals seemed to grow pretty quickly the � rst few days. I 
let them grow in the solution for about a week and a half. I had hoped one would reach the top, but the growth seemed to slow down a little. 
I wondered if they would keep growing and maybe reach the top if I kept them in the solution longer. But I am impatient and didn’t want to 
wait any longer. 

Mom helped me drain o�  and save the crystal-growing solution in case I decide to do another citrine experiment. We put the crystal cluster 
on a few layers of paper towels to dry, and changed the paper towels each day for a couple of days until it was fully dry.

Finally, my crystal cluster was done, and it was so pretty. I couldn’t believe I had made it myself! � e crystals look so much like the natural 
crystals I have seen. I’d say this experiment was de� nitely a success!

—Vine Butler, age 9
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Story by Bob Jones

A
mong the tens of thousands of localities around the world that have pro-
duced collectible mineral specimens, there are a few standouts that have 
supplied minerals of exceptional quality and in great quantity. Choos-
ing favorites from among these prolific localities is somewhat personal. 

Though you might disagree completely with my choices, I suspect your personal 
collection is well stocked with specimens from these sources. 
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Major SpeciMen LocaLitieS

Part I: Herkimer, Tsumeb, and Franklin-Sterling Hill
Tsumeb is noted for superb smithsonite like this yellow cadmium rich specimen. 
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I have not included any gold and silver 
sources, in spite of their marvelous speci-
mens, mainly because most collectors can’t 
afford such specimens. Pegmatite localities 
are also excluded, as minerals from these 
sources are generally not available or afford-
able in the collector market.

My woefully inadequate list of localities 
could be much longer. I have chosen them 
for their historical importance and acces-
sibility, but particularly for the quantity of 
species and specimens they have yielded and 
the tremendous impact each locality has had 
on the collector market.

My choices are Tsumeb, Namibia; Bisbee, 
Arizona; Franklin-Sterling Hill, New Jersey; 
Mapimi, Durango, Mexico; Michigan’s Upper 
Peninsula; Arkansas; Cornwall, England; the 
Tri-State area; Illinois fluorite and Herkimer-
Middleville, New York. Two other localities—
Viburnum Trend, Missouri, and Elmwood, 
Tennessee—are included because I like them. 

Herkimer-Middleville, New York
For all practical purposes, the Herkimer-

Middleville quartz digs only yield one spe-
cies: gemlike, doubly terminated quartz 
crystals called “Herkimer diamonds”. Eigh-
teen natural facets and the extreme clarity 
of the colorless crystals gave rise to the “dia-
mond” nickname. For years, few diggers real-
ized that the crystals found in a single pocket 
in the host dolostone had actually formed in 

attached clusters because crystals in clusters 
or on matrix were almost never discovered, 
only piles of loose, single crystals. Today, the 
crystals are carefully reassembled into very 
attractive clusters for display.

The native Mohawk people were well aware 
of these quartzes, as were early settlers. They 
were found in quantity during excavation in 
the dolostone of the Mohawk River valley 
during the late 1700s. Since that time, quartz 
crystals have poured forth by the trillions. 

It would be impossible to even estimate 
the number of amateur collectors who have 
dug for quartz in the areas of Herkimer and 
Middleville, New York. The quartz crystals 
occur in openings in exceedingly tough gray 
dolostone. Crystal pockets developed when 
ancient stromatolites, layered sedimen-
tary rocks formed by bacteria, were slowly 
enclosed by mud millennia ago. As the stro-
matolites died, they left cavities filled with 
black organic material in the lithified dolos-
tone, in which the quartz crystals formed. 
The crystal pockets occur in horizons, and 
there are collectors who have worked the 
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The Tsumeb mine produced marvelous specimens, like these brilliant azurite crystals with accessory malachite. The Smithsonian 
Roebling collection label indicates that this is a very early specimen from the source. (Tsumeb, Otjikoto Region, Namibia)
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Extreme clarity and natural facets are hallmarks 
of the quartz crystals known as “Herkimer 
diamonds”. (Middlesville, Herkimer County, 
New York)
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area for years who claim they can spot 
potential pocket sites. I never could. 

Amateurs who spend a weekend pounding 
away may, with luck, garner a few gemmy 
quartz crystals. Diligent working may open 
a rich pocket that may contain crystals of 
varying sizes numbering in the hundreds. 
Careful examination of these crystals may 
show that some of them developed in con-
tact with each other, and these can be reat-
tached to form quite spectacular clusters.

Herkimer-area quartz crystals have really 
arrived now, since superb clusters of these 
gemmy beauties are selling for high prices, 
and have even appeared in fine mineral dis-
plays at major shows.

Just as we cannot count the number of 
collectors who have enjoyed digging in the 
Herkimer-Middleville area, neither can we 
count the many trillions of crystals recov-

ered. And the end is nowhere in sight, since 
fee-digging sites are still operating and some 
open areas can be explored with permission.

Tsumeb, Namibia

Of all the highly productive mineral locali-
ties, the leader, in my opinion, has to be 
Tsumeb, Namibia. It is credited with pro-
ducing some 250 or so different species, 
some of which are unique to the deposit. 
This amazing deposit has certainly yielded 
countless superb specimens of several dozen 
species. Who does not own a fine dioptase, a 
snow-white cerussite, a bright-blue azurite, 
a velvety malachite, a colorful smithsonite, 
a showy calcite, or any of a dozen other rare 
species that formed here?

Just about every collector knows the story 
of Tsumeb’s geology. Sulfide ores were inject-
ed into a limestone karst region millions of 
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Named for its 
source, this superb 

franklinite is a
 fine example of 
the type locality 

species from 
Franklin, New 

Jersey.

The zinc ores of Franklin, Sterling Hill are rich in dozens of minerals that fluoresce.
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years ago. Under normal conditions, when a 
sulfide ore body is exposed, weathering will 
gradually attack and break down the near-
surface sulfides to create a rich secondary 
oxide mineral zone. Continued weathering 
carried dissolved minerals down deeper in 
the ore body to form a rich secondary sulfide 
zone. Mining the secondary oxide min erals 
often finances the development of the sec-
ondary sulfide zone. Below that enriched 
zone would normally be the remains of the 
original sulfide deposit, which may not be 
not rich enough to mine at depth.

Tsumeb did not follow this script because a 
huge, diagonal fault cut deeply across the ore 
body. This fault exposed the deeper sulfides 
to oxygen-rich surface waters, introduc-
ing the same atmospheric conditions that 
formed the upper oxide zone in what should 
have been a sulfide-rich area. This resulted 
in two more distinct oxide zones at depth, in 
which a huge assortment of secondary spe-
cies developed from the sulfides. The rarer 
metals in these lower deposits formed a 
wonderful suite of very uncommon and rare 
metal species. These deep zones, in some 
ways, are richer in species than the near-
surface secondary mineral zone because the 
original composition of the ore contained 
uncommon elements like germanium, gado-
linium, selenium, yttrium and lanthanum, 
which formed a whole series of new and very 
uncommon species.

Tsumeb was never open to amateur collec-

tors, but the miners quickly recognized the 
value of the mine’s species. Specimens were 
constantly trafficked among miners, admin-
istrators, and visiting dealers and dignitaries. 
The center of Tsumeb’s mineral trade was 
usually the bar in the Miner’s Hotel, an 
interesting place to stay. When I stayed in the 
Miner’s Hotel, the bartender was full of tales 
about mineral deals that had been conducted 
there throughout the years. 

A stellar example of this negotiation 
occurred when a company official stopped 
by the bar and spotted a marvelous azur-
ite specimen behind the bar that had been 
traded by a miner to pay his tab. The official 
immediately demanded that the piece be 
handed over as company property. It was so 
spectacular that it ended up in a glass case 
in the lobby of the company’s offices in New 
York. Ironically, the glass case, which also 
housed a magnificent gold specimen, had 
never been locked! Years later, this azurite, 
known as the “Bird’s Nest”, was displayed at 
the Tucson Show.

It is difficult to identify which of Tsumeb’s 
most common species was found in the 
greatest abundance. Before World War I, the 
mine was operated by a German company, 
so the minerals from the upper oxide zone—
mainly azurite, malachite and cerussite—
ended up in Europe. The azurite crystals had 
grown to sizes over a foot long, and some 
had rosettes of bright-green malachite on 
their blue faces. 

When the lower oxide zone was breached 
decades later, a different suite of second-
ary minerals was encountered that included 
huge quantities of green dioptase, beauti-
fully twinned, water-clear to white cerussite, 
superbly varicolored smithsonite, and a host 
of uncommon and rare species.

These species from the lower oxide zones 
constitute the vast bulk of the Tsumeb spe-
cies we see in collections today. By the time 
these zones were breached, dealers from all 
over were trekking to Tsumeb, lodging in the 
Miner’s Hotel, and negotiating for specimens 
with miners who were eager to make money. 

So much dioptase was mined at Tsumeb 
and made its way to Tucson that, in my 
50-Year History of the Tucson Show, I named 
two different years—1971 and 1977—“The 
Year of Dioptase”. A similar designation 
could have been given to the year when 
Tsumeb cerussite flooded the show. 

From the late 1890s to 1996, when the 
mine shut down, Tsumeb was being consis-
tently mined—except for a brief shutdown 
after World War I, when Germany lost con-
trol of the mine. The supply of specimens 
only diminished during World War II. Even 
after the mine actually closed for good, so 
many specimens had been mined and saved 
that the market continued to enjoy a good 
supply, especially after prices began to rise 
and specimens from old stashes and collec-
tions came onto the market.

Today, the prices charged for the best 
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A fat, 4-cm-long crystal of vibrant, red zincite 
curves over calcite atop a 2.2-cm-crystal of 
franklinite. (Franklin, Sussex County, New 
Jersey)

The Herkimer-Middleville area of New York is famous for its vast quantities of water-clear quartz 
crystals people can still collect.
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Tsumeb specimens have reached astounding 
heights. This has had the effect of pushing 
the prices of even average specimens higher. 
Because of this, the collector market will 
continue to offer a small, but very costly, 
offering of Tsumeb specimens.

Franklin-Sterling Hill, New Jersey

The Franklin and Sterling Hill mines, 
which access companion zinc deposits near 
Franklin and Ogdensburg, New Jersey, have 
been producing specimens for well over 100 
years. For centuries, people had tried, and 
failed, to mine and smelt iron from these 
deposits, having misidentified the zinc min-
erals franklinite and zincite as magnetite 
and cuprite. Eventually, someone figured out 
the smelting problems were due to the zinc 
content of the ores, and the deposits became 
leading sources of zinc.

For over 100 years, active mining pro-
duced wonderful specimens of three main 
Franklin-Sterling Hill ore minerals: frank-
linite, willemite and zincite. Franklinite and 
willemite are among an astounding group 
of minerals that fluoresce. What is really 
exciting about the Franklin and Sterling Hill 
deposits is that amateur collectors are still 
able to collect there. The old dumps are con-
trolled by local museums, and though the 
mines shut down in the mid-1900s, visitors 
can collect on the dumps for a fee. The major 
dump, the Buckwheat, is controlled by the 
Franklin Mineral Museum, and collectors 
still garner nice specimens of fluorescent 
calcite and willemite there. 

The Sterling Hill Mining Museum prop-
erty is also open to organized club collecting. 
When the New Jersey Zinc Co. auctioned 
this property, it was bought by two doughty 
rockhounds, brothers Bob and Dick Hauck. 
With amazing energy and effort, and aided 
by teams of volunteers, they turned the prop-
erty into a viable museum. They explored 
the underground workings for specimens 
before the shafts flooded and constructed a 
spectacular underground tour that features 
the Rainbow Tunnel, in which a wall of ore 
fluoresces bright red and green when flooded 
with ultraviolet light. The Haucks refurbished 
the existing buildings, sometimes having to 
actually dig them out of the rubble. This gave 
them space to open a wonderful mineral hall, 
as well as a fluorescent mineral museum.

On a regular basis, the Haucks invited local 
clubs and collectors to collect on the prop-
erty for a small fee. Occasionally, they even 
mined ore to refresh the dumps. Through 
personal contacts, they developed funding 
for the continued growth of the museum.

Collectors must realize that the Sterling 
Hill Mining Museum exists today largely 
because of the efforts of the Haucks and the 
many volunteers who supported their Trojan 
efforts to preserve one of America’s critically 
important historical mineral sites. Sterling 
Hill is still accessible to all collectors thanks 
to the Haucks. In a final generous move, 
they turned over ownership of the Sterling 
Hill Mining Museum properties to a pub-
licly funded group, and they are no longer 
involved with it.
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The mine at Tsumeb, Namibia, is world famous for the quantities of cerussite it produced. This clas-
sic twinned specimen is unusual because it is a doublet.
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OPAL SPECIAL:
WELO OPAL “B” GRADE SPECIAL SALE: EWOBM-1 &EWOBM-2.  DURING LAST JANUARY’S TAX INVENTORY WE 

FOUND A LARGE AMOUNT OF “B” GRADE WELO OPAL THAT NEEDED TO SELL.  AND SO WE ARE FINALLY 
PUTTING THIS OPAL ON OUR MONTHLY ROCK & GEM OPAL SPECIAL.  ONE OUNCE LOT (EWOBM-1) WAS $195/

OUNCE…NOW $150.00/OUNCE.  TWO OUNCE LOT (EWOBM-2) WAS $350/OUNCE…NOW $250.00.  PLEASE INCLUDE 
$12.00 POSTAGE.  YOU MAY ORDER DIRECTLY OFF THE WEBSITE…CALL US AT 406-651-4947 WITH CC INFO…OR 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO THE ADDRESS BELOW.

Don’t hesitate to give me a shout if you have ANY questions 406-651-4947 or 406-208-2577
THE VILLAGE SMITHY OPALS, INC. 

Proprietors Steve & Darlene
P.O. Box 21704, Billings, MT 59104-1704  •  Phone: 406-651-4947 Mobile: 406-208-2577 

E-mail: vsopals@gmail.com  •  Website: www.villagesmithyopals.com

Close up view of “B” grade 1 kilo lot. 1 kilo lot of “B” grade Welo opal. 
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Story by Bill Vossler

L
ook there!” I yelled, jamming on the brakes. “Are those dinosaur eggs?”
� ey were easy to spot as we drove east on Scenic Drive in the North Unit of 

� eodore Roosevelt National Park (TRNP), in North Dakota. As we came closer, 
I could hardly contain myself—I was ecstatic!

� ey were round and smooth and rusty brown, strewn in a gully alongside a butte, rang-
ing from basketball size to monstrosities 10 feet around. Probably brontosaurus eggs, I 
speculated. A dinosaur nest! � ere was a brown informational sign nearby. I � ew out of the 
car to the sign—only to discover that they were not dinosaur eggs at all. 
“Cannonball concretions,” the sign read. “� e large spherical boulders in front of you are 

called ‘concretions.’ � ey might have any shape, but are mostly round.”
� ough I was hugely disappointed, these huge boulders still intrigued me, so I walked 

around them, sat on them, and studied them. � ey raised a series of questions: How did 
they form? How big did they get? How much did they weigh? Where else were they found?

Cementing an Explanation for a Geological Mystery
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The colors of the ovoid and log-shaped (right) concretions in the North Unit closely match those of the hill in the background, from which they fell.
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As early as the 18th century, concretions 
were being regarded as geological curiosi-
ties. Their unusual appearances led people to 
interpret them as dinosaur eggs, animal or 

plant fossils, extraterrestrial debris, or human 
artifacts. Siderite concretions of recent ori-
gin, found in an English coastal salt marsh, 
contain nuclei of military shells, bombs 

and shrapnel from World War II (https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concretion).

However, most concretions are ancient, 
take millennia to form, and are found in 
sedimentary rock or soil, particularly shale 
(compacted mud), siltstone (lithified, fine-
grained silt), limestone (calcium carbonate 
rock), and sandstone (sand-sized minerals or 
rock grains, according to the Paleontological 
Research Institution (goo.gl/3MHGOP).

Think of concretions as oversized pearls—
they formed in a similar manner, albeit of 
different materials. A concretion (from the 
Latin concrescere, “to grow together”) begins 
with a nucleus—a single grain of sand, a 
shell, bone fragment (a toe bone of a Tyran-
nosaurus rex is not out of the realm of 
possibility), leaf, tooth, or other object—bur-
ied in sedimentary strata. Into these strata, 
groundwater introduces dissolved minerals: 
a carbonate mineral like calcite; an amor-
phous or microcrystalline form of silica such 
as chert, flint or jasper; an iron oxide or 
hydroxide such as goethite and hematite. 
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The reddish cannonball concretions in Theodore Roosevelt National Park North Unit consist of sand and silt grains cemented together by calcite. 

Numerous layers of cemented sediment are visible in this heavily weathered concretion.
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Deposited in the gaps between the sedi-
mentary grains, these minerals harden, layer 
by layer, into a shell around the nucleus. 
This cemented sediment is harder than the 
surrounding strata, and more resistant to 
weathering. Over millennia, the softer sedi-
ment is worn away, and the concretions are 
exposed.

How large each concretion grew depended 
on the availability of minerals in the solu-
tion and how long those minerals continued 
to precipitate. Some in the North Unit of 
TRNP measure 10 feet or more in circumfer-
ence and weigh thousands of pounds each 
(nature.nps.gov).

Most concretions might have remained 
hidden forever if not for the weathering of 
the softer surrounding landscape; in TRNP, 
that landscape is the basal sandstone of the 
Sentinel Butte formation, deposited during 
the Pleistocene Epoch (1.8 million to 11,800 
years ago). Because TRNP has a semiarid cli-
mate and rain falls in intense bursts, its sand-
stone is very susceptible to being washed 
away, according to John Bluemle (nature.
nps.gov).

Attacked by heat, cold, wind and water over 
millions of years, much of that sandstone 
has eroded, and the concretions have come 
to light. According to the North Dakota 
Geological Survey, some areas in the North 
Unit of TRNP have been weathered down 
some 650 feet from their original height. 
Along Scenic Drive, near Squaw Creek 
Campground, large, round concretions have 
eroded out of the surrounding rock and 
accumulated at the bases of the cliffs, and 
more will be exposed as the long-term work 
of erosion continues. 

Concretions come in many distinct shapes. 
Ovoid, or round, concretions usually formed 
from what is called “concentric growth”, in 
which successive layers of precipitate are 
put down around a central core. For one of 
these roughly spherical concretions to reach 
a large size takes time (https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Concretion).

Concretions occur in many shapes. In 
TRNP many are flat slabs of cemented sand-
stone perched on tall pillars of sedimentary 
rock. The slabs protect the softer underlying 
sediments and slow the effects of erosion; 

however, the elements will eventually win, 
eroding away the pillars until the slabs on 
top tilt or fall off. These odd formations are 
called bear rain pillars, caprocks or hoodoos 
(nature.nps.gov).

Sandstone logs are long, tubular sand bod-
ies that, from a distance, might be mistaken 
for petrified tree trunks. They are common 
in the Sentinel Butte formation in the North 

Unit of TRNP. They are actually sandstone 
bodies cemented together with calcium car-
bonate that have been shaped by the direc-
tion of the flow of mineralized water. They 
are typically 3 feet to 9 feet in diameter and 
15 feet to 45 feet in length, and most are oval 
in cross-section. Other concretions in TRNP 
have lens or disk shapes, or botryoidal sur-
faces that resemble grapes or soap bubbles—
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Caprocks, or hoodoos, are still forming in Theodore Roosevelt National Park, as the softer sediment 
beneath a cemented layer is being weathered away.

Concretions in the canyon walls continue to be exposed by weathering, as in this photo from Theo-
dore Roosevelt National Park North Unit. 
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the varieties go on (https://goo.gl/n2232u).
Concretions in TRNP vary in size, ranging 

from objects that require a magnifying lens 
to be clearly visible, to huge bodies 10 feet 
in diameter. They probably reached these 
large sizes because the dissolved minerals 
continued to seep through the sediment for 
a very long time, building many layers, and 
possibly because the soft bentonite clay in 
which they formed didn’t limit their growth. 
According to author Harvey Blatt, “The 
more permeable the surrounding rock, the 
larger the concretion” (Sedimentary Petrol-
ogy, 1992).

In other places in the world, concretions 
occur that are as large as those in TRNP. 
The Moeraki Boulders, washed by Pacific 
Ocean waves onto Otago Beach, on New 
Zealand’s South Island, can also measure 
10 feet in diameter. Their surfaces are often 
cracked, perhaps from the expansion of 
gases from inside or the shrinkage of the 
interior (https://goo.gl/LXRVeD).

A worker on that beach told me that old 
photos show that many more of the smaller 
Moeraki Boulders used to dot the beach, but 
they were grabbed up by souvenir hunters 
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The author gives perspective to these cannon-
ball concretions in Theodore Roosevelt National 
Park North Unit. 
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and spirited away before the area was pro-
tected as a scientific reserve. 

Some even larger round concretions, mea-
suring 13 feet to 20 feet in diameter, exist in 
Utah, Wyoming and Kansas, while some up 
to 30 feet in diameter are eroding out of the 
Qasr El Sagha Formation, within the Fai-
yum depression of Egypt. Smaller ones are 
found in various places all over the world, 
including Greenland, the Yukon, Bosnia and 
China. Small, spherical hematite concretions 
have even been found in the Eagle Crater on 
Mars by the exploration rover Opportunity. 

Named “blueberries” due to their blue hue 
in false-color images, they are embedded in 
a sulfate salt and can be found loose on the 
surface (https://goo.gl/6KKtPQ).

The giant concretions at TRNP evoked in 
my wife and me excitement, curiosity, and a 
sense of wonder as we walked and crawled 
amongst them. The pictures we showed to 
our friends provided fodder for thought and 
discussion.

Concretions have uses most people prob-
ably wouldn’t imagine. Take the sandstone 
logs, for instance. They can help scientists 
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The Moeraki Boulders are enormous concretions are found on a beach in New Zealand.

This NASA mosaic image shows an extreme close-up of microscopic, blueberry-shaped concre-
tions in the Martian soil near a part of the rock outcrop at Meridiani Planum called Stone Mountain.
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map paleochannel patterns, that is, the direc-
tion water flowed in ancient times, which 
helps them understand the configuration of 
ancient streams and landscapes (https://goo.
gl/n2232u).

Concretions also can provide fantastic 
fossil lessons. Fossil collectors sometimes 
break open smaller concretions hoping to 
find a fossil prize inside. Victoria McCoy, 
of Paleontology Online, says concretions 
sometimes contain fossils with exceptional 
three-dimensional preservation of the soft 
tissue. In some cases, the entire head and soft 
form of the fossil can be seen and studied. 
That adds precious details to what we know 
about life in ancient times. 

Another type of large boulder can look 
like a concretion, but is scientifically called 
a nodule (from the Latin nodulus, meaning 
“knot”). Concretions form around a nucleus, 
while nodules occur when minerals fill in 
open spaces in sediment. They are often 
called “replacement bodies”. The composi-
tion of nodules is different from that of the 
sediment in which they’re found. This can 
result in the nodules being a different color 
than the main sediment. 

Nodules of siderite, or ironstone, are com-
mon in North Dakota. The iron carbonate 
replacements also occur in strata that protect 
underlying sedimentary rock from weather-
ing. The dark brownish-black nodules stand 
out against the surrounding gray, clayey sed-
iments, and are especially noticeable where 
they become concentrated at the bases of 
slopes (https://goo.gl/n2232u).

Every time I visit TRNP North Unit, I come 
away with a new sense of awe and wonder, 
impressed by the wide variety of concretions 
and nodules that give it a wild, but beautiful, 
look that I never tire of viewing.

The TRNP South Unit lies along the 
Little Missouri River in southwestern North 
Dakota. It begins just north of Medora, about 
30 miles east of the Montana-North Dakota 
border, on Interstate 94. The much-less-
visited North Unit is located about 80 miles 
northeast of Medora, off U.S. Highway 85. 
Visit www.parkrec.nd.gov/byways/theodore/
theodore.html or call (701) 623-4466 for 
more information.
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Story by Helen Serras-Herman

Marble and emery are natural rocks that are at almost the opposite ends of the 
hardness spectrum. Marble is a so� , metamorphic rock that has been used for 
centuries for sculptural and decorative purposes, while emery is a mixture of 

hard rocks that has been used for thousands of years for sanding and polishing stones such 
as marble. High-grade marble and emery are both found on the Greek island of Naxos, and 
both played very important roles in the development of the ancient Cycladic civilization 
(3200 BCE to 2000 BCE).
Naxos is part of the Cyclades, an island group in the Aegean Sea, located southeast of Athens 

and the mainland of Greece. � e Cyclades consists of about 220 islands, of which Naxos is 
the largest. Many islands have airline service to Athens, with a direct � ight taking less than an 
hour. All islands can be reached via ferry from the mainland ports of Piraeus, near Athens, 
and Ra� na, just north of Athens. Ferries interconnect the islands, and there are several routes 
and times available, allowing the traveler to island hop with relative ease. 
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The Logiotatos marble quarry located near the village of Kinidaros, Naxos. 

Mediterranean 
Marble and Emery
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My husband, Andrew, and I visited Naxos 
in September 2016; we took the ferry from 
Rafina and were there in under six hours. 
The following two days, we joined a tour 
group that visited all the important sites on 
the island.

All the Cycladic islands are famous for 
their picturesque appeal. White-washed 
houses, blue-domed churches hanging on  
the edges of cliffs, narrow cobblestone 
streets, brilliant crystal-blue seawater, fine 
sandy beaches, barren landscapes, ancient 
ruins, and museums abound, making the 
islands a much-beloved tourist destination, 
especially during the summer months.

Most of the Cyclades has a dry climate, 
with very few trees and little vegetation, but 
Naxos is the exception. It has fertile valleys 
that produce oil, wine, fruit and wheat, and 
are suitable for stock raising. 

In the ancient Cycladic civilization, mar-
ble was the main material used for sculp-
ture, and emery was used to sand and 
polish it, as well as engraved hard gems. The 
Cycladic culture is well known for its large 
kouros sculptures, which depict standing, 
nude young males with their arms at their 
sides. 

But even more importantly, Cycladic art is 
famous for its flat marble figurines or idols. 
These are highly stylized figures of abstract 
form, most commonly female, and hold a 
timeless beauty. They inspired many 20th-
century artists, such as Pablo Picasso and 
Henry Moore. Early sculptures are the shape 
of a violin and are considered to represent 
a naked, squatting woman; the later, more 
iconic figurines are standing female figures 
with the arms crossed under the breasts and 
the head slightly leaning back.

Marble
Marble is a metamorphic rock composed 

of recrystallized carbonate minerals, pri-
marily calcite (calcium carbonate, CaCO3) 
and dolomite (calcium magnesium carbon-
ate, CaMg(CO3)2). During metamorphism, 
small crystals of calcite re-form into larger 
crystals, which give the broken faces of pure-
white marble a sugary texture and sparkling 
surface (http://geology.com/rocks/marble.
shtml). Colors in marble are caused by impu-
rities such as clay minerals, varieties of mica, 
quartz, pyrite, iron oxides, and graphite.

Marble is a “soft” (Mohs 5-6.5) material, 
so it can be shaped and chiseled with metal 
tools rather than requiring diamond tools. 
The word “marble” comes from the Greek 
marmaron, which refers to its sparkling crys-
talline structure. Today, the term is used com-
mercially for all calcium-rich rocks that are 
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The white crystalline marbles from the island of Naxos (top) and the Yule 
Marble quarry, near the town of Marble in Colorado, are very similar. 
(Specimens collected by Wolfgang Vaatz)

Emery is a very hard rock, a mixture of corundum (aluminum oxide) and 
magnetite.

At the site of an  
ancient marble quarry 
on Naxos, there are two 
unfinished, larger-than-
life-size kouroi, known 
as “Kouroi at Melanes”, 
which date back to the 
7th century BCE.
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used for sculpture and decorative purposes. 
Marble varieties are often known by their 

locality or source name. Some very famous 
quarries that have produced exceptional 
marble are at the town of Carrara, Italy, and 
on the Greek Cycladic island of Paros. 

There are two types of white marble from 
Greece that were famous in ancient times. 
Both are considered semitranslucent, pure 
white, and usually flawless. One is Parian 
marble. The renowned sculpture of the 

Winged Victory of Samothrace, or Nike of 
Samothrace (circa 200 BCE), and the Venus 
de Medici (1st-century BCE) are two famous 
artworks carved in Parian marble. 

The other type was mined on Naxos. Nax-
ian marble is is still quarried today. It is over 
98% calcite, with traces of dolomite and 
pyrite. The randomly spread calcite crystals 
are rather large, up to 15 mm in diameter, 
making the Naxian marble one of the most 
coarse-grained marbles on Earth. The crys-
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Cycladic art is famous for flat marble figurines or idols, which are highly stylized figures of abstract 
form and most commonly female.
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tals are usually transparent, a quality that 
gives the stone an appearance of depth and a 
blue-gray shimmer. Some Naxian marble has 
more impurities, which result in a gray shade 
and stripes (https://goo.gl/56TnNJ.)

The coveted Naxian marble was used in 
sculpture, temples, and public buildings all 
across the Hellenic world. The emblem of 
Naxos, the Portara, a Naxian marble door-
way to a 6th-century-BCE temple, stands tall 
at the entrance of the Naxos Town harbor.

One of the oldest quarries in Greece is 
in the northern part of Naxos, high in the 
mountains above the seaside town of Apol-
lonas. An unfinished statue of Dionysos, 
carved out of light-gray Naxian marble, was 

found here. It is 10.7 meters tall (over 32 
feet) and weighs about 80 tons. The sculpture 
dates from the 7th or 6th century BCE. 

Reaching the site was an accomplishment; 
we had to climb 50 large, almost vertical steps 
during the hot afternoon hours, moving very 
quickly to keep up with the tour group. Once 
we reached the top of the hill, out of breath, 
the sight of the colossal statue lying on a 
rough stone slope, was truly breathtaking! 

The statue is cut free on three sides, and 
was left in situ by the stonemasons, possibly 
due to cracks that developed while the rock 
was being shaped. It is still debated whether 
the cracks are ancient or contemporary, but 
they were visible in an 1835 sketch by Edu-

ard Schaubert, a Prussian architect. I can’t 
imagine the disappointment and frustration 
of the ancient marble workers when, after so 
much effort to rough out the body, cracks 
appeared and made the sculpture unusable! 
Another theory is that the monolith was 
abandoned because it was too large and 
heavy to be transported down to the port 
and put on a ship.

The statue has been mistakenly called 
the “Kouros of Apollonas”, as many archaic 
kouroi were depictions of the god Apollo. 
The carving actually depicts a bearded man, 
most probably Dionysos, the Greek god of 
wine. The figure is roughly shaped out: head, 
beard, arms and feet. 

Our tour included an ancient Naxian mar-
ble quarry near the town of Melanes, about 
10 km from Naxos Town, the capital of the 
island. Two more unfinished, larger-than-
life-size kouroi were found there in a village 
garden. Known as the “Kouroi of Flerio”, or 
the “Kouroi at Melanes”, they date back to 
the 7th century BCE.

The Naxian marble was also present every-
where when we stopped at the ancient tem-
ple of Demeter, near the village of Sangri. 
The beautiful temple, visible from far away, 
was built between 530 BCE and 520 BCE, 
and was dedicated to the worship of the 
earth goddess Demeter and her daughter, 
Persephone.

The modern quarries are located near 
the village of Kinidaros, and produce com-
mercial White Crystalline and Semi-White 
Crystalline marble (https://goo.gl/yKVdTR).

Marble is a traditional choice of sculptors, 
but looking at all the Cycladic idol figurines, 
I could easily imagine lapidary artists creating 
some unique artwork in this fine material.

Emery
Emery, also known as corundite, consists 

predominately (50% to 60%) of corundum 
(aluminum oxide). Iron oxides (mainly mag-
netite and hematite) comprise another 28% 
to 30%, and combinations of 32 other min-
erals, such as diaspore, tourmaline, spinel, 
hercynite, rutile and quartz, comprise the 
remainder (approximately 20%) of the dark-
gray or black granular rock. The mineral 
content can vary considerably within emery 
specimens, even from the same location. 
The hardness—and consequently the qual-
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One ancient marble quarry is located in the northern part of the island of Naxos, where a 10.7- 
meter-tall, unfinished, 7th-century BCE statue of Dionysos was found.

Naxian marble was present everywhere at the 6th century BCE beautiful ancient temple of Demeter.
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ity—of emery depends on the proportions 
of corundum (Mohs 9), spinel (Mohs 8), and 
magnetite (Mohs 6). The ideal hardness is 
between Mohs 7 and Mohs 9.

Natural emery is crushed and used in 
making emery cloths for sanding, emery 
boards, or files, and disks. Most importantly, 
powdered emery is used to sand and polish 
metals and stones. Today, it is also used as a 
traction enhancer for tarmac, fire-resistant 
surfaces, sidewalks, and airport runways and 
loading ramps (https://goo.gl/NwBDk8). 
SlipNaxos™ is a brand of hot-pressed grind-
ing wheels for the steel industry made of 
Naxian emery.

Emery ore is encountered in marble in 
the form of lenticular bedding (mainly on 
Naxos), and stems from the metamorphosis 
of ancient karst bauxites. 

The name for emery in the local Greek dia-
lect and lapidary and metalsmithing com-
munity is smirigli. It possibly derives from 
the Port of Smyrna, an ancient Greek city 
in Asia Minor, to which it was transported 
for world distribution. The Romans called 
emery Naxium.

The earliest mention of emery by its sci-
entific name was by Greek gem engraver 
Dioscorides (65-30 BCE): “The smyris is a 
stone with which gem engravers polish the 
gems” (Natural History of Precious Stones 
and Gems, C.W. King 1865). The 4th-cen-
tury BCE Greek philosopher Theophrastus 
also mentioned the use of the mineral as 
“the stone wherewith they engrave signets” 
(King, 1865) in his treaty On Stones (Peri 
Lithon), and Pliny the Elder stated that “for 
polishing marble statues and also engraving 
and filing down gems, the Naxium long held 
the first rank” (Naturalis Historia, 77 CE). 
Assyrian gem engravers in ancient Mesopo-
tamia used the edge of a fragment of emery 
to engrave the cylindrical gems, which Pliny 
called “filing” (King, 1865).

Emery is found in large quantities on 
the slopes of Mount Amomaxis, between 
the villages of Koronos and Apiranthos on 
Naxos (https://goo.gl/NwBDk8). The emery-
producing area encompasses the village of 
Koronos, which is 28 km northeast of Naxos 
Town. They, along with the neighboring vil-
lages of Keramoti, Mesi, Skados, Apiranthos 
and Komiaki, are called the smirodocho-
ria (smyris villages). They are part of the 

munici pal unit of Drymalia, which covers 
70% of the island. These villages have had the 
legal mining rights to the emery for a very 
long time, and today the state buys about 
8,000 tons of emery from approximately 500 
workers (https://goo.gl/xHPVHs).

En route from the village of Koronos to the 
seaside village of Lionas, several emery mine 
entrances are visible from the road. Mano-
lis Manolas, who has been a local elected 

official for nearly 40 years and has been 
president of the Union of Naxian Emery 
workers, told me, “The traditional village 
of Koronos is mentioned in written sources 
since 1200 [CE]. It was one of the 56 areas 
divided by Venetian Marco Sanudo, who 
in 1204 established his Duchy of the Archi-
pelago with Naxos as its center. Koronos was 
known until 1928 as ‘Bothroi’ [pits], as it 
is surrounded by the mountains. For years, 
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About 50 mines featuring narrow entry points and labyrinth galleries, some reaching 600 meters in 
depth, have been operating in recent years.

Today, the emery mines in Naxos face difficult times, with exploration problems, production issues, 
and competition in the international market.
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the villages were supported by the mining 
of emery, an industry which today is barely 
sustainable.” Manolas has long advocated for 
the emery miner’s rights and has supported 
the struggle to keep the mines open. Since 
1998, he has also supported the creation 
of an emery museum, which unfortunately 
remains unfinished. 

About 50 mines have been operating in 
recent years. They feature narrow entry 
points and labyrinthine galleries, some 
reaching 600 meters deep (Manolis Manolas, 
https://goo.gl/6JYYm5).

Mining emery is a dirty and very strenuous 
job. Miners use jackhammers to break the 
hard rock, then break off pieces with large 
picks and carry it by hand to iron carts, where 
they break it down further with sledgeham-
mers. In the old days, pack animals trans-
ported the emery down to the ports. 

In 1928, the Aerial Cable Railway, a 16-km-
long aerial cable system with 72 iron pylons 
that brought the emery from the moun-
tains down to the Bay of Moutsouna, was 
completed (Manolas, 2016). Sadly, the cable 
railway has been out of use since 1978, and, 
even though it is considered a historical 
monument, it is in need of repairs. 

Emery has been important not only to the 
economy of the island of Naxos, but also 
for the greater Greek economy as an export 
product and as an exchange currency. Today, 
however, the emery mines in Naxos face 
difficult times due to exploration problems, 
production levels, and competition in the 
international market.

Natural emery has become almost obsolete 
with the advent of silicon carbide (SiC), also 
known as carborundum. It is a compound 
of silicon and carbon that has been mass 
produced since 1893 for use as an abrasive, 
and has become popular with lapidaries due 
to the low cost of its manufacture.

The complex mineral composition of natural 
emery, however, gives it an elasticity that makes 
it hold together better than the man-made 
products composed of electro-corundum 
(fused white alumina) or silicon carbide. 

Helen Serras-Herman is an acclaimed artist 

with over 34 years of experience in gem sculp-
ture and jewelry art. See more of her work at 

www.gemartcenter.com or on Facebook at 

Gem Art Center/ Helen Serras-Herman.
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Rock & Gem welcomes submissions from freelance contributors. See 
our writers’ guidelines at

www.rockngem.com/writers-guidelines

Roadside Geology of Alaska, 
2nd Edition

Alaska’s position at the edge of 
several tectonic plates makes the 
state extremely geologically active. 
Tectonic movement pushed up the 
peaks of the Alaska and St. Elias 
ranges, and the subduction of the 
Pacifi c Plate beneath the North 
American Plate fuels the volcanoes 
of the Alaskan Peninsula and the 
Aleutian Islands. Earthquakes asso-
ciated with these plate boundaries 
shake Alaskans frequently.

Since the fi rst edition was 
published in 1988, volcanoes have 
erupted, faults have ruptured, 
glaciers have retreated, permafrost 
has thawed, and geologic interpre-
tations have changed. 

In the updated edition, author 
Cathy Connor discusses the latest 
fi ndings, guiding readers along the 
roads of Alaska and adjacent parts 
of British Columbia and the Yukon. 
In addition to roads and national 
parks, the book covers the “boat-
side geology” of Alaska, including 
the fjords of southeast Alaska, 
islands in the Bering Sea, and the 
Tatshenshini River.

$26 (Mountain Press Publishing Co., www.mountain-press.com)

Gold Nugget Auctioned
The “Twilight” gold nugget was put up for auction by 

Bonhams on May 23, 2017. The nugget weighs approxi-
mately 20.83 troy pounds and measures 7 in. x 4½ in. 
x 4½ in. It was found using a modern metal detector in 
1990. Two men required several hours to liberate it from 
beneath 2 feet of cementlike rock (a conglomerate of 
loose gravel, sand and rock) using picks and crowbars.

The “Twilight” nugget’s three-dimensional and sculp-
tural qualities allow it to stand without support. It exhibits 
a rich yellow patina, with minor quartz and ironstone 
in the cavities. There is no evidence of tool marks or 
preparation. 

The natural specimen comes from Dunolly, in the his-
toric gold fi elds of Central Victoria, which has produced 
more gold nuggets than any other goldfi eld in Australia, 
and many of the world’s largest ones, including the 
famous “Welcome Stranger”.

The “Twilight” nugget was so named because the miner who found it considered that he 
and his prospecting partners were entering into their “twilight” years. (www.bonhams.com/
auctions)

WHOLESALE OFFER

Shortwave & Longwave UV
Field Light kit $59.99!

www.uvtools.com/rgpromo2 

Ultraviolet Tools LLC
PO Box 7523

Round Rock, TX  78683
Phone order: 512-590-4949

www.ultraviolet-tools.com
sales@ultraviolet-tools.com

Easy Steps Video
Step-by-Step Method

Jewelry Design
Jewelry Crafting

Gem Cutting
Lapidary, Faceting, Carving, Wire Work, 

Bead Stringing & Knotting, Soldering, 
Repair, Wax Casting and more. 

One of the most extensive DVD libraries 
by master designers and master 

craftsman. VHS tapes also available.

For a FREE Catalog
call 800.382.3237

www.EasyStepsVideo.com
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www.thundereggsdownunder.com.au
Large selections of Australian thun-
dereggs, agates, and minerals available. 
Specimens from Agate Creek, Mt Hay, 
Mt Tamborine, Wycarbah, Tweed Valley, 
Chillagoe, Yandina, Boggabri. Good range 
of sizes and prices available. Experienced 
at shipping worldwide. Email: limpin-
woodgardens@bigpond.com

www.camscrystalgallery.com 
Cam’s Crystal Gallery, We sell exceptional 
value specimens for most any collec-
tor or decorator. Please contact us at 
CamsCrystals@aol.com with any special 
requests. Thank you!

www.lototumblr.com
Vibratory Lot-O-Tumblr built since the 
1960’s, produces a high quality shine in 
only 7 days. Superior finish on specimens 
and gemstones. Great for beginners and 
used by many professional gem cutters. 
507-451-2254 Belt, Inc. 2746 Hoffman Dr. 
NW Owatonna, MN 55060, 7 day start to 
finish, dealer inquires, name, phone, web. 

www.thegemshop.com
Online since 1998, offering rough rock, 
designer cabochons, fine agate and 
jasper specimens, beads, publications, 
lapidary equipment, monthly specials. 
Mining reports, rock location informa-
tion and galleries. Order securely online, 
MC/Visa/PayPal, Toll free (866)-377-4666 
email: mail@thegemshop.com

www.sapphiremining.com 
Montana Sapphire Gravel concentrate 
from Rock Creek / Philipsburg deposit 
since 1995. Bags approx. 3-4 pounds 
each, $30. per bag. Can ship 4-6 bags 
in Flat Rate Postal box, shipping  extra. 
Screens $25.  Also heat-treated Sapphire 
Rough for cutting, sold by carat weight in 
parcels. Call for pricing. Sapphire Studio 
in Hamilton, Montana.  406-381-1392.

www.optimagem.com
We have the most accurate colored stone 
grading in the industry. Our free monthly 
newsletters include unenhanced color 
photos of every gem we well. We provide 
consisted fine quality calibrated gems 
with free color matching. In addition we 
have huge selection of unique cutes, 
unusual gem types, crystals and bargain 
closeouts. Call our USA based customer 
service team today for honest and friend-
ly service. (800)-543-5563 support@opti-
magem.com

www.gia.edu
Learn from the World’s Foremost 
Authority in Gemology online! Find 
out about the Gemological Institute of 
America’s courses and programs, browse, 
and shop for gemology instruments and 
books. Stay up-to-date on diamond and 
gemstone news and research.

www.lehighmineralauction.com 
Weekly auction of 64 specimens with 
an assortment of quality but affordable 
world-wide minerals. Don’t miss the bar-
gain prices. Email: jim@lehighminerals.
com

www.kiadesigns.com
Tourmaline Crystals Galore, Extruded 
Quartz Artistic Lamps, Holley Blue 
Chalcedony, Necklaces, Pendants, Rough, 
Natural Crystal Massage Tools. (503)-784-
6279

www.rocksandminerals.org
Published since 1926. The magazine for 
everyone interested in minerals, rocks 
and fossils. 

www.agatemontana.com 
For all your MONTANA AGATE wants and 
needs. Books, rough, slabs, cabs, hand-
crafted jewelry, freeform carvings and 
specimens. 

www.texasamethystagate.com 
Home of ‘Carver’ agate find, described 
by others as “the most diverse, colorful, 
unique agate find in Far West Texas since 
the early 1960’s.”   Picture galleries, geo-
logical discussion, and bracelet shop.
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Business OppOrtunities 
Sale of  Large Wholesale 

Cabochon and Faceted Stone 
company. Also, included are 
1st rate Cab and facet rough, 
fossils, books, seashells, arti-
facts, and polished agates, 
etc. No Junk. Serious inter-
ested parties only. Contact Ed 
Johnson, Thousand Oaks, CA 
805-492-9992 barbedj@aol.
com

COlleCtiOns
Large, rare,private collection 

of high quality, raw ammo-
lite fossils and cut gems from 
southern Alberta. Owner retir-
ing. $25,000 firm. stevesafaris-
north@sasktel.net

Field trips
ZRS 2017 Guided Field Trips 

to Morocco, Australia and 
England. Sixteen days, all-
inclusive with shipping. Details 
– ZRS, 3018 Lyndale Avenue 
South ,  Minneapol is ,  MN 
55408, 612-824-1068, info@
zrsfossils.com 

FOssils

PaleoImages ® : museum qual-
ity fossil replicas. Fossil sets, 
ammonites, trilobites, wood, 
etc. fossil jewelry, Lithocanis 
™  americanus: clothing items, 
selected with the rock hound in 
mind. Fluorescent minerals and 
UV lights. www.tlzenterprises.
com

FOr sale

For Sale Rare Emeralds From the 
Hiddenite Area North Carolina 
Unearthed in 1984 and 1969 
The LKA 1,683.3 Carats The 
Stephenson 1,438 Carats. See 
full data at www.emeraldsrare.
com 

Lightly used Rio Grande Casting 
Equipment.  $3500 obo. Call/
text Wes 541-861-9295

Brand new Facetron faceting 
machine, comes with com-
plete lab set. $2,700. Call for 
more information (917)-412-
6122

HOme rOCk sHOw
Denver Colorado Thompson 

Marketing Home Rock Show 
July 14-- 16       9:00   Am -- 
6:00 Daily 4242 Thompson 
Court    80216, 303 296 8268 
Rocks isme@comcas t .ne t  
F a c e  B o o k  T h o m p s o n 
Market ing--  John Haney 
Rough Rock, Slabs, Designer 
C a b s ,  F o s s i l s ,  A m b e r , 
Turquoise, Minerals, Gemstone 
Bowls & boxes. Metaphysical 
Crystals Lapidary Equipment & 
supplies.

minerals

Selling private collection of 
Covelite and much more from 
the Butte, Montana, Leonard 
Mine. Phone: (406)-498-0458.

Rare Minerals and classic 
specimens from new discov-
eries and old collections. Over 
200,000 specimens on hand, 
unique gift items and more. 
Open Tues-Sat, Excal ibur 
Mineral 1885 Seminole Trail, 
Charlottesville, VA 22901, 
(434)-964-0875. www.excali-
burmineral.com

mines
COLLECT MINERALS IN MAINE. 

We have access to private and 
closed locations like Mount 
Mica, Mount Apatite and more!  
A unique and complete vaca-
tion opportunity. Come and see 
“Oma’s Attic” local and foreign 
mineral specimens. POLAND 
MINING CAMPS, Mary Groves, 
PO Box 26, Poland ME 04274. 
207-998-2350 www.poland-

miningcamps.com

mining supplies
Mining Supplies and Rock 

Shop, Hesperia, CA. Our store 
and warehouse has rocks, min-
ing supplies, crystals, slabs, 
cabochons, fossils, minerals, 
turquoise, jewelry, and speci-
mens. 9565 C Ave, 760-244-
9642. www.miningsuppliesan-
drockshop.com

Opal
L ightn ing  R idge,  Coober 

Pedy, Andamooka, Mintable, 
Mexican. We’re the largest and 
most consistent opal suppliers 
in the industry. Free Catalog. 
KNIGHTS. Box 411, Waitsfield, 
VT 05673. (802)-496-3707. 
Email knights@madriver.com

prOspeCtOrs 
Great Canadian Prospecting 

Co. 613-378-2698 or email 
wjimpauls@hotmail.com Rock 
hound – Prospector – Grub 
Hoe welded steel digging tool 
with non-slip hardwood handle, 
proven tough. Moces packed 
dirt or rock fast. $59.95 plus 
shipping. Also available silver 
specimens.  

rOCk sHOps
Crystal Grove Diamond Mine 

& Campground  – UNDER 
NEW OWNERSHIP! Mine for 
Herkimer Diamond Quartz 
Crystals in beautiful Upstate 
NY, with camping available. 
(800)-579-3426. www.crystal-
grove.com

Woodies Rock Shop. A large 
variety of Keokuk Geodes-
opened and unopened includ-
ing enhydro Keokuk geodes. 
Geodes can include pyrite, 
barite, pink/brown/and clear 
calcite, and goethite inclu-
sions. Agates; petrifi ed wood; 

minerals; gemstones; custom 
jewelry; geode cracking, saw-
ing, and polishing. Guided 
Keokuk geode trips available 
by appointment only. Ebay: 
keokukgeode FB: keokukge-
odes.com Woodies Rock Shop 
309-313-2077 

Los Laureles Fire  Opal ’s 
Mexico. We have an extensive 
fire opals cabochon, free form 
faceting metrix, specimens, 
rainbow oxidian, few minerals, 
imperial jaspers, Sonora sun-
set blue opals, fire agates from 
Magdalena, Jalisco, MX. Call 
for upcoming shows. (510)-
393-6573 laurelesopalsmex@
yahoo.com

Loveland, CO. Colorado’s source 
for fine gems and minerals. On 
the road to Rocky Mountain 
Na t i ona l  Pa rk .  Jewe l r y , 
Crystals, Fossils. Our own cut 
designer cabochons. Huge 
selection! 4855 W. Eisenhower. 
www.bluestonegemshop.com, 
Facebook – Bluestone jewelry 
store. 

Indianapolis Area (Lawrence). 
Findings, supplies, miner-
als, fossils, equipment, rough 
and finished stones. No list. 
Jox Rox, 4825 N. Franklin 
Rd. Indianapolis, IN 46226. 
Hours 10am – 6pm. Monday – 
Saturday. (317)-542-8855.

Marlbeton, WY – J L Gray Rock 
Shop. Rough rock, slabs, 
cabochons, and beads, 614 
E. 3rd Street. (307)-260-6442 
or (307)-260-6443. Email: 
graysrocks@wyoming.com 
Facebook: JL Gray Rock Shop.

Herb ’ s  Lap ida ry  Shop  – 
Route 1, Box 29, South 81 
Hwy. Comanche OK 73529. 
Southwest Oklahoma’s larg-
est! Tons of rough agate, fos-
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Now you can reach Thousands of Readers 
Worldwide who want to Buy and Sell.

4. Fill Out The 
Form
ALL ADS MUST BE PAID IN FULL, 

IN ADVANCE. 
(MiniMuM charge of 25 words  

per ad, per issue.) 

Submit your ad and credit 

card payment to: 
PTorrES@BECkETT.CoM

Subject line: rock & Gem 
claSSifiedS

or mail your order form,  
ad copy and payment to:

rock & Gem claSSifiedS 
4635 mcewen rd  
dallaS, tX 75244

972.448.9131

faX 972.528.5279

all late ads received after 
the deadline date will run in 

the next issue. 

Company Name ___________________________________________

Contact Name ____________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

City _____________________________________________________

State ________________________ Zip _________________________

Phone ___________________________________________________

E-mail ___________________________________________________

Category Heading__________________________________________

Number of Words _____________ Cents per Word _______________

Number of Issues  _______ Beginning with the ______________ issue.    

 Bold:   o  YES  o   NO                  Color Highlight:    o   YES  o   NO 

Total Enclosed  ____________________________________________  

(Minimum charge of 25 words per ad, per issue.)

o  Check (payable to Rock & Gem)        o  MC       o  Visa

Account Number __________________________________________

________________________________________________________  

CW#  _______________________ Exp. Date ___________________

Signature ________________________________________________

(last 3 digits of code on back of card)

Please Print 

3. Choose Number of 
Insertions

decide how many issues you want your ad to run in 
and when you want your ad to start and stop. dead-
lines for ad copy are as follows:

ISSUE: ADS IN By:
October August 15
November September 15
December October 15
January November 15
February December 15

o Auction
o Beads & Supplies
o Books & Videos
o  Business 

opportunities
o Cabochons
o Catalogs
o Collections
o Fossils
o Finished Gems

o Gemological 
Instruments
o Jewelry & Supplies
o Lapidary Equipment
o Lapidary Supplies
o Minerals
o Miscellaneous
o Nuggets
o opals
o Preforms & Slabs

o Prospecting
o rock Shops
o rough For Cabbing 
o rough For Faceting
o rough For 
Tumbling
o Services
o Wanted to Buy 
o other 
 ����������������  

 1. Write Your Ad in your email 
message, or on a separate piece of paper, print or type 
your ad with a minimum of 25 words. each word, 
abbreviation or initial counts as one word. rates are 
as follows:

No. of Issues rates (per issue)
12 (1 year) .90 per word
6-11 1.00 per word
1 1.10 per word

 All-bold type: Add $15 per issue
Standard type + background color: Add $20 per issue

2. Choose A Category

sils, onyx and finished product. 
Wednesday – Saturday, 9am to 
6pm. 580-439-4186 or 580-
439-5347

Aus t in ,  Texas :  Na tu re ’ s 
Treasures 14,000 sq. ft., cam-
pus includes a Retail Showroom 
with Minerals, Agates, Fossils, 
Jewelry and Unique Gifts.  The 
Rock Yard has mounds of bulk 
rock lining a path with natural-
scape pieces to the Rock Depot 
that offers lapidary services, 
supplies, tools & equipment.  
Open 7 days. 4103 N Interstate 
35, 78722. (512) 472-5015. 
NTRocks.com. Shop online at 

CrystalsByNature.com.
Big Bear Lake, CA “Gems of the 

West” sells minerals, gems, 
cabochons, rough, slabs, cop-
per splash, petrified wood, 
turquoise, fire agate, crystals 
and specimens, typical of the 
Western States. Kids table of 
affordable rocks. Classes from 
March 2017. Visit us at 40847 
Big Bear Blvd. 92315. (909)-
878-0415 janet@gemsoft-
hewest.co

Rough foR Cabbing
P i e t e r s i t e ,  S e r a p h i n i t e , 

Eudialyte, large new shimp-

ments arriving! Namibian 
Blue Petersite, Seraphinite, 
Eudialyte, Chrome Diospide, 
Siberian Green Nephrite. High 
grade Chrysocolla/Shattuckite 
f rom Nambia .  Mtoro l i te , 
Stichtite, rainbow Fluorite, and 
more! 909-915-9561 email: 
jeff@barnhouselapidary.com

BRITISH COLUMBIA NEPHRITE 
JADE: Beautiful rough nephrite 
Jade mined in Northern BC. All 
sizes available, excellent pric-
ing. Please see our website for 
full details – pacificgateway-
jade.com Tel: (778)-792-6007

Montana Agate rough, all 

grades. Special 25+ lbs. medi-

um grade, no clears. $175 

shipped USA. Bob Gwin. Terry 

Montana. 417 Custer Ave. 

59349. (406)-853-4636. 

Rough foR faCeting

The largest and most competi-
tive selection facet or cabo-

chon rough in the industry. 

The Source. KNIGHT’S HOUSE 

OF FINE GEMS. Box 411, 

Waitsfield, VT 05673. 802-496-

3707 email: knights@madriver.

com
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16-18—VICTOR, COLORADO: 

Annual show; Southern Teller 

County Focus Group, Dowtown 

Victor, CO; 300 N Third St.; Fri. 

9-5, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 9-4; Free 

Admission; Geology presenta-

tions, outdoor show.; contact Ruth 

Zalewski, POB 328, Victor, CO 

80860, (719)-689-2675; e-mail: 

stcfg@victorcolorado.com; Web 

site: victorcolorado.com

1 6 - 1 8 — R E E D S P O R T , 

OREGON: Annual show; Lower 

Umpqua Gem & Lapidary Society, 

Reedsport, OR; 451 Winchester 

Avenue; Fri. 10-5, Sat. 10-5, Sun. 

10-4; Free Admission; Our annual 

show date has changed effec-

tive this year. The show will be 

held on Fathers Day Weekend, 

concurrent with the Chainsaw 

Carving Event and the Downtown 

Artwalk. Kids Day is on Saturday 

with the highlight being a Kids 

Treasure Hunt. Great fam-

ily event. This is a Show and a 

Sale. Raffles, door prizes, dis-

plays, vendors, lapidary demon-

strations. Thunder eggs, fossils, 

gems, agates, rough rock, jew-

elry, gold mining equipment, pet-

rified wood. Free gift to the first 

75 people through the door each 

day!; contact Bill Hendrickson, 

Reedsport, OR 97467, (541)-

271-6816; e-mail: irlind-

abarr@hotmail.com; Web site: 

ReedsportRockandGemShow.com

16-18—CARLSBAD, NEW 

MEXICO: Annual show; Carlsbad 

Gem and Mineral Society, Living 

Desert State Park; 1504 Miehls 

RD; Fri. 9-5, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 9-3; 

Free Admission; Regular rates 

apply for attendance to zoo 

and gardens. Gems, minerals, 

rocks, fossils, meteorites, beads, 

handcrafted jewelry, silver work, 

including southwestern, silent 

auction, wheel of prizes, door 

prizes, fun for the whole family. 

; contact Jack Sewell; Web site: 

www.carlsbadgms.org

17-17—CHARLOTTE HALL, 

MARYLAND: swap/sale/picnic; 

Southern Maryland Rock and 

Mineral Club / EFMLS Region 

IV V.P., Gilbert Run Park; 13140 

Charles Street; Sat. 9-5; Free 

Admission; Open to all Eastern 

Federation members/families. 

Each family attendee asked to 

bring potluck dish to share plus 

one donated specimen for auc-

tion after lunch to defray costs. 

“Treasure Box” (donations wel-

come) of excess rocks/related 

tools for free for anyone to take. 

Level paved parking for 100+ 

tailgate swapping/selling adja-

cent to covered pavilion. ; con-

tact Dave Lines, 7970 Bel Alton  

Newtown Rd., La Plata, MD 

20646, (240)-427-7062; e-mail: 

dave.lines@earthlink.net; Web 

site: SMRMC.org

22-25—MADRAS, OREGON: 

Annual show; All Rockhounds 

Pow Wow Club of America, 

Madras, Oregon; Jefferson 

County Fairgrounds; Thu. 9-6, 

Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 9-2; Free 

Admission; Daily Field-trips,Swap 

Tables, Kids Rock Toss, Auction, 

and more; contact Sandy Vess, 

14213 141st Avenue , Gig Harbor, 

WA 98329, 2534324712; e-mail: 

Madraspowwow@hotmail.com; 

Web site: allrockhoundspowwow-

clubofamerica.com

2 3 - 2 5 — F I S H E R S V I L L E , 

VIRGINIA: Annual show; 

Treasures Of The Earth Gem & 

Jewelry Shows, Augusta Expo; 

277 Expo Road; Fri. 10 -6 , Sat. 

10 -6 , Sun. 11 -5 ; $4 Admission, 

Children under 16 free; Ticket is 

good all 3 days. Beads, pearls, 

gemstones, wire wrapping, wire 

sculpture, silver and goldsmiths, 

custom work and repairs while 

you wait. ; contact Van Wimmer 

- Show Director, 5273 Bradshaw 

Road, Salem, VA 24153,  

540-384-6047; e-mail:  

van@toteshows.com; Web site: 

www.toteshows.com

Mark Your Calendar!

how Dates

  Submit show date information at least four months in advance using the electronic form at www.rockngem.com. 
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23 -25 —SAN DIEGO, 

CALIFORNIA: Wholesale 

and retail show; Gem Faire 

Inc, Scottish Rite Center; 1895 

Camino del Rio S; Fri. 12-6, Sat. 

10-6, Sun. 10-5; $7 weekend 

pass, Children free (ages 0-11); 

Fine jewelry, precious & semi-

precious gemstones, millions of 

beads, crystals, gold & silver, 

minerals & much more at manu-

facturer’s prices. Exhibitors from 

around the world. Jewelry repair 

& cleaning while you shop. Free 

hourly door prizes.; contact Yooy 

Nelson, (503)-252-8300; e-mail: 

info@gemfaire.com; Web site: 

http://www.gemfaire.com

23-25—BEDFORD, INDIANA: 

Annual show; Lawrence County 

Rock Club, Lawrence County 

Fairgrounds; Hwy. 50 West; Fri. 

10-6:30, Sat. 9-6:30, Sun. 10-4; 

Free Admission; 52nd Annual 

Gem, Mineral Fossil Show 

- Sponsored by the Lawrence 

County Rock Club. Free demon-

stratons, variety of gems, jew-

lery, minerals, fossils, beads, 

rocks, lapidary, rockhound and 

prospecting supplies. 4-H and 

science project materials. ;  

contact Michael Tweedale,  

(812)-675-6034; e-mail:  

imettweedy@yahoo.com; Web site:  

www.lawrencecountyrockclub.org

23-25—ELDON, MISSOURI: 

Annual show; Osage Rock and 

Mineral Club, Eldon Community 

Center; 309 E. Second Street; 

Fri. 2-6, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 9-3; Free 

Admission; Presenting our 16th 

Annual Gem, Jewelry, Rock, 

Mineral & Fossil Show. Featuring: 

gemstones, fine jewelry, fos-

sils, minerals, quarts crystals, 

custom jewelry, cabochons, gift 

items, geode booth, demon-

strations, displays, games and 

prizes. Our Special Fluorescent 

Mineral Exhibit will be back this 

year with new material. ; contact 

Cheryl Hudson, 411 Eastland 

Drive, Jefferson City, MO 

65101, (573)-635-7728; e-mail:  

ormc2017show@centurylink.net

2 4 - 2 5 — R I V E R T O N , 

WYOMING: Annual show; 

Riverton Mineral and Gem Society, 

Fremont County Fairgrounds; 

1010 Fairground Road; Sat. 9-6, 

Sun. 9-3; Admission $1; This 

is the Wyoming State Mineral 

& Gem Society Show hosted 

by the Riverton Mineral and 

Gem Society ; contact Kimberly 

Brown, 159 Buckhorn Flats 

Road, Riverton, WY 82501,  

(859)-227-7826; e-mail:  

kbrown@thehomesteadinc.com; 

Web site: www.RivertonMGS.com

June 2017-July 2017

30-2—EUGENE, OREGON: 

Wholesale and retail show; Gem 

Faire Inc, Lane County Events 

Center; 796 W 13th Ave; Fri. 12-6, 

Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-5; Admission 

$7, Children free (ages 0-11); Fine 

jewelry, crystals, gems, beads, 

gold & silver, minerals & much 

more at manufacturer’s prices. 

Exhibitors from all over the world 

will be on site. Jewelry repair 

& ring sizing while you shop. 

Free hourly door prizes. ; con-

tact Allen Van, (503)-252-8300; 

e-mail: info@gemfaire.com; Web 

site: http://www.gemfaire.com

30-2—FARMINGTON, NEW 

MEXICO: Annual show; San Juan 

County Gem & Mineral Society, 

McGee Park; 41 Rd 5568; Fri. 

10-6, Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-5; Free 

Admission; Many vendors with a 

variety of rock and mineral relat-

ed items - gemstones, jewelry, 

on-site jewelry repair, books, min-

eral specimens, rough material, 

polished cabs, tools, and more. 

Includes a Wheel of Fortune 

table for the kids (of all ages), a 

blacklight display, a silent auc-

tion, hourly drawings, raffle priz-

es, and club displays.; contact 

Tory Bonner, P.O. Box 1482, 

P.O. Box 1482, Farmington, NM 

87499,  (505)-716-2847; e-mail:  

torycbonner@gmail.com; Web site:  

https://www.facebook.com/SJCGMS/

30-4—SISTERS, OREGON: 

Show and sale; Sisters Round 

Up of Gems, Creekside Park; 

504 S. Locust St.; Fri. 9-5, Sat. 

9-5, Sun. 9-5, Mon. 9-5; Free 

Admission; Sisters, Oregon 

Round UP of Gems. Treasures 

from around the world includ-

ing Gems, Minerals, Beads, 

Crystals, Fossils, Petrified Wood, 

Silver, Gold, Opal, Lapidary 

Continued on Next Page
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Equipment, Metaphysical Items 

and much more.. Fun for the 

whole family. ; contact Charlie 

Macias, (619)-920-0464; e-mail:  

cmacias185.gmail.com

July 2017

1-2—GRAPEVINE, TEXAS: 

Annual show; AGMC, Grapevine 

Convention Center; 1209 South 

Main Street; Sat. 9-6, Sun. 10-5; 

Adults $6, Seniors/Children 

$4; 2017 AGMC Jubilee Show. 

Jewelry, Gems, Minerals & 

Fossils. Vendors, classes, food, 

fellowship. Rockhounds, geolo-

gists, gemologists, jewelry arti-

sans featuring custom designs, 

designer fine jewelry, stone iden-

tification, faceted gemstones, 

druzy, cabochons, special 

shaped stones, tons of rough 

stones, rocks, slabs, rare miner-

als, fossils, beads, metaphysi-

cal stones, arrowheads, carv-

ings, sculptures, skulls, antlers, 

bones, petrified wood, glass 

fusion, enameled jewelry, crys-

tals, himalayan salt lamps, rock/

mineral home decor, steampunk 

designs, butterflies and mine from 

a mobile mine. ; contact Nadira 

Charaniya, (469)-751-2944; 

e-mail: show@agemclub.org;  

Web site: www.agemclub.org

7-9—PORTLAND, OREGON: 

Wholesale and retail show; Gem 

Faire Inc, Oregon Convention 

Center; 777 NE MLK Jr Blvd; 

Fri. 12-6, Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-5; 

Admission $7, Children free 

(ages 0-11); Fine jewelry, crys-

tals, gems, beads, gold & silver, 

minerals & much more at manu-

facturer’s prices. Exhibitors from 

all over the world will be on site. 

Jewelry repair & ring sizing while 

you shop. Free hourly door prizes. 

; contact Allen Van, (503)-252-

8300; e-mail: info@gemfaire.com;  

Web site: http://www.gemfaire.com

8-9—TULSA, OKLAHOMA: 

Annual show; Tulsa Rock and 

Mineral Society, Tulsa County 

Fairgrounds-Exchange Center; 

4145 E. 21st Street ; Sat. 9-6, 

Sun. 10-5; Adults/Seniors $6, 

Children free under 12; Includes 

gems, beads, fossils, jewelry, 

crystals, working exhibits, free 

kid’s zone and demonstrations. 

; contact Martha Rongey, 612 

W. 120th St. S. , Jenks, OK 

74037, (918)-230-1094; e-mail:  

m_rongey@sbcglobal.net

8-9—BETHEL, MAINE: Annual 

show; Oxford County Mineral 

& Gem Assoc, Telstar High 

School; Route 26, Bethel, Maine; 

Sat. 9-4, Sun. 9-4; Adults $3, 

Children under 12 free; con-

tact Dennis Gross, 178 N. Main 

Street, Bryant Pond, ME 04219,  

(207)-665-2759; e-mail:  

mincoll@megalink.net

8-9—CULVER CITY , 

CALIFORNIA: Annual show; 

Culver City Rock and Mineral 

Club, Veterans Memorial 

Auditorium; 4117 Overland Ave.; 

Sat. 10-6; Free Admission; Our 

Fiesta of Gems Show offers 

over 35 gem and mineral deal-

ers from California, New Mexico, 

and Arizona who will sell min-

erals, gems, slabs, cabochons, 

beads, and jewelry findings. The 

Culver City Rock and Mineral 

Club members will exhibit gem 

and mineral works of art, jew-

elry pieces, and private collec-

tions of gems and minerals. 

There will be classes throughout 

the weekend introducing vari-

ous techniques of jewelry mak-

ing.; contact Janice Metz, 4117 

Overland Blvd.,, Culver City, CA 

90230, (310)-850-4398; e-mail:  

janicemtz@yahoo.com; Web site:  

http://www.culvercityrocks.org/

fiesta.htm

8-9—CASPER , WYOMING: 

Annual show; Natrona County 

Rockhounds, Ramkota Hotel 

and Conference Center; 200 N 

Popular, ; Sat. 9-5, Sun. 9-4; 

Adults $3, Students/Children 

under 12 free; This year will be 

our 70th annual Show. We will 

have a Raffle of numerous items, 

a couple being an amethyst 

cathedral and a yellow calcite 

cathedral, Tickets $1 each or 6 

for $5; Silent auction of wonder-

ful Wyoming rocks and minerals; 

vendors selling rock jewelry & 

gifts; rough and finished gem 

and mineral and samples. We 

will have demonstrators of hand 

faceting and flint-napping with 

a display of rock hand tools.; 

contact Jennifer Flowers, PO 

Box123 , Mills, WY 82644; e-mail:  

jlflowers@xmc.com
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Every month many thousands of shoppers will browse through this convenient shopping section.
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WHOLESALE 
OFFER

Shortwave & Longwave UV
Field Light $59.99!

www.UVTools.com/RGPromo
Phone order: 512-590-4949

www.LotOTumbler.com
Belt Inc. • 2746 Hoffman Dr. • NW Owatonna, MN  55060

(507) 451-2254 • Molly1385LTS@Yahoo.com

 www.lapidarytutorials.com

WAX PATTERNS
AU-RUS Wax Patterns

5500+ Patterns Online
302 Main Street, Kellogg, Idaho 83837

(208) 786-9301
website: www.auruswaxpatterns.com

M . E .T . E . O . R . I .T . E . S
Rare Rocks From Space

I have many excellent specimens at great prices. 
Send for a FREE paper list, OR sign-up for 

FREE periodic e-lists at:. 
brMeteorites_list under Yahoo-groups.

Blaine Reed - Meteorites
P.O. Box 1141, Delta, CO 81416

MONTANA AGATE

Harmon’s Agate & Silver, Inc.
11295 Hwy. 16

Savage, MT  59262

Rough, slabs, cabs, freeform carvings,
Specimens, Jewelry and Books

on Montana Agate.
Harmon’s Agate & Silver, Inc.

Savage, MT  59262

www.agatemontana.com

Fort Worth’s Newest 
Rock Shop and Artisan Gallery

Located inside Ridgmar Mall (lower level)
CRYSTAL MOON GALLERY

We also BUY Collections!
cutting rough, mineral specimens, 
artistic creations  817-737-2244
www.crystalmoongallery.com
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1 4 - 1 5 — M I N O C Q U A , 

WISCONSIN: Annual show; 

Lakeland Gem Club, Lakeland 

Union High School ; 9573 

State Highway 70; Fri. 10-6, 

Sat. 9-5; Free Admission; Rock 

your world with blue! The 

Northwoods Wildlife Center 

will present wildlife education 

Geodes! Choose Your Own – We 

Break Them While You Watch! 

Minerals, Fossils, Gemstones, 

Specimens Jewelry – Handmade 

with Mother Earth’s Colors! 

Demonstrations Fluorescent 

Mineral Display! Exciting Silent 

Auctions! Door Prizes! Model 

U.N. Students of Lakeland 

Union High School, will provide 

the food refreshments. The pro-

ceeds will be used for their class 

trip. ; contact Pattie Hartmann, 

24012 Oneco Rd, Calumet, MI 

49913, (715)-477-2519; e-mail:  

gypsy1120@coslink.net; Web site:  

www.lakelandgemclub.com

14-16—VIRGINIA BEACH, 

VIRGINIA: Retail show; Treasures 

of the Earth, Inc., Virginia Beach 

Convention Center; 1000 19th 

Street; Fri. 12-6, Sat. 10-5, Sun. 

10-5; Adults $5, Students 16 

and under free; Vendors from 

across the US bring a variety of 

merchandise, including jewelry 

of all types, gemstones, beads, 

crystals, minerals, and fossils. 

Jewelers and wire wrappers who 

can design, remount and set 

stones and make repairs on site 

will be present. There will be 

displays of rocks and minerals 

and demonstrations of lapidary 

arts by the two Gem and Mineral 

Societies of the area.; contact 

Jane Westbrook, PO Box 59, 

Gloucester Point, VA 23062, 

(804)-642-2011; e-mail: jane@

treasuresoftheearth.com; Web 

site: www.TreasuresOfTheEarth.

com

14-16—SAN RAFAEL, 

CALIFORNIA: Wholesale and 

retail show; Gem Faire Inc, 

Marin Center; 10 Avenue of 

the Flags; Fri. 12-6, Sat. 10-6, 

Sun. 10-6; Free Admission; Fine 

jewelry, crystals, gems, beads, 

gold & silver, minerals & much 

more at manufacturer’s prices. 

Exhibitors from all over the world 

will be on site. Jewelry repair 

& ring sizing while you shop. 

Free hourly door prizes. ; con-

tact Allen Van, (503)-252-8300; 

e-mail: info@gemfaire.com;  

Web site: http://www.gemfaire.com

15-16—SYRACUSE, NEW 

YORK: Annual show; Gem & 

Mineral Society of Syracuse, 

NY, SRC Arena @ Onondaga 

community College; 4585 West 

Seneca Turnpike; Sat. 10-6, Sun. 

10-4; Admission $7; Our 51st 

Annual Show. Theme: Treasures 

From the Earth, Retail dealers 

and wholesale dealers. Separate 

room for the Metaphysical Center. 

Youth activities area. Several dem-

onstrators explaining their craft. 

Lectures on both days involving 

subjects related to our hobby. ; 

contact Dick Lyons, (315)-672-

5328; e-mail: rchlyns@aol.com;  

Web site: GMSS.us

15-16—MOOSE LAKE, 

MINNESOTA: Annual show; 

Carlton County Gem and Mineral 

Club and Moose Lake Chamber 

of Commerce, Moose Lake, MN; 

Moose Lake High School, 413 

Birch Ave; Sat. 9-5, Sun. 9-4; Free 

Admission; There will be Lake 

Superior agates, cutting materi-

als, specimens, crystal groups, 

fossils, gems, jewelry, lapidary 

equipment, books, rough rock 

tailgaters, door prizes, field infor-

mation.; contact Gary Pitoscia, 

815 N 13th Ave E., Duluth, MN 

55805, (218)-724-1894; e-mail: 

pitosciajg@charter.net

1 5 - 1 6 — D A R R I N G T O N , 

WASHINGTON: Annual show; 

Darrington Rock and Gem Club, 

Mansford Grange; 1265 Railroad 

Avenue; Sat. 10-5, Sun. 10-5; 

Free Admission; Door prizes, 

custom rock cutting, dealer cer-

tifications, kids activities, rock 

collecting maps, used tools, free 

rocks, free prizes, displays and 

demonstrations. ; contact Ed 

Lehman, (425)-334-6282; e-mail: 

wsmced@hotmail.com

2 1 - 2 3 — T E N I N O , 

WASHINGTON: Annual show; 

Washington Agate and Mineral 

Society, Parkside Elementary 

School; 301 Central Avenue E; 

Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 9-5; Free 

Admission; Rock and Gem Show 

held during Oregon Trail Days 

in Tenino WA, also, Mountain 

Man Camp and Blackpowder 

Shoot, Rock Quarry Swimming 
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Pool, Kid Activities, Saturday 

Morning Parade, Lots of Great 

Food, City wide garage sales, 

Farmers Market, Live Music 

Concert in the Park Friday and 

Saturday Nights. ; contact Daniel 

De Boer, 5107 Brenner Road 

NW , Olympia, WA 98502; e-mail: 

keylock1@live.com; Web site:  

wamsolympia.wordpress.com

2 1 - 2 3 — E U R E K A , 

CALIFORNIA: Wholesale and 

retail show; Gem Faire Inc, 

Redwood Acres Fairgrounds; 

3750 Harris St; Fri. 12-6, Sat. 

10-6, Sun. 10-5; Admission $5, 

Children free (ages 0-11); Fine 

jewelry, crystals, gems, beads, 

gold & silver, minerals & much 

more at manufacturer’s prices. 

Exhibitors from all over the world 

will be on site. Jewelry repair & 

ring sizing while you shop. Free 

hourly door prizes.; contact Allen 

Van, )(503)-252-8300; e-mail: 

info@gemfaire.com; Web site: 

http://www.gemfaire.com

22-23—RAPID CITY , SOUTH 

DAKOTA: Annual show; Western 

Dakota Gem & Mineral Society, 

Rushmore Plaza Civic Center; 

444 Mt. Rushmore Road; Sat. 

9-6, Sun. 10-4; $4 Admission, 

Children under 12 free; Hourly 

door prizes, information pro-

grams, silent auction demonstra-

tions, exhibits/fluorescent min-

erals, children’s activities, field 

trip information, dealers offering 

Continued on Page 76
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agates, minerals, jewelry, sou-

venirs, and gift items. ; contact 

Truman Goddard, 12009 Crook 

City Road, Whitewood , SD 

57793, (605)-269-2015; e-mail: 

trumangoddard@gmail.com; 

Web site: www. WDG&MS.org

22-23—FRANKFORT, NEW 

YORK: Annual show; Herkimer 

Diamond Gem Show & Festival, 

Herkimer County Fairgrounds; 

135 Cemetary St.; Sat. 9-5, 

Sun. 9-5; Adults $5, Seniors $4, 

Students $5, Children under 

10 free; contact Billie Jo Muller, 

301 Davis Rd., Little Falls , NY  

13365, (315)-717-4664; e-mail: 

mullerbilliejo@gmail.com; Web 

site: www.herkgemshow.com

26-30—FRANKLIN, NORTH 

CAROLINA: Annual show; 

Damian Belgali, Echo Valley 

Show Place (across fr GLW); 

6456 Sylva Rd (across fr GLW); 

Wed. 9-5, Thu. 9-5, Fri. 9-5, Sun. 

9-4; Free Admission; whole-

sale and retail dealers from all 

around the world; a variety of 

minerals, rough rock, fossil and 

gemstones; open to the pub-

lic ; contact damian belgali,  

(678)-852-8273; e-mail:  

mbellpoint@gmail.com

29-30—SOUTH BURLINGTON, 

VERMONT: Annual show; 

Burlington Gem and Mineral 

Club, Tuttle Middle School; 500 

Dorset Street; Sat. 10-5, Sun. 

10-5; Adults $4, Seniors $3, 

Children free; Dealers, exhibits, 

lectures, demonstrations, chil-

dren’s activities, silent auctions, 

door prizes, refreshments, free 

parking. Handicapped acces-

sible.; contact Peg Powers, 

(802)-462-3548; e-mail:  

kdmp@shoreham.net; Web site: 

http://www.burlingtongemand-

mineralclub.org/show.html

29-30—MATTITUCK , NEW 

YORK: Annual show; L.I. Mineral 

& Geology Society, Mattituck 

High School; 15125 Main Road; 

Sat. 10-5, Sun. 10-5; Admission 

$6, Children free; Vendors dis-

playing minerals, gemstones, 

bead jewelry, fine jewelry, fossils, 

meteorites and more from around 

the world. Also: gemstone wire 

wrapping, jewelry repair, geode 

cracking, geology displays, and 

a geology scavenger hunt. ; con-

tact Karen Lotito, PO Box 209, 

Aquebogue, NY 11931; e-mail: 

klotito@estee.com

July 2017-August 2017

30-6—SPRUCE PINE, NORTH 

CAROLINA: Annual show; 

Parkway Fire and Rescue, 

Parkway Fire and Rescue 

new gem show field; 136 

Majestic View; Daily 10-6; Free 

Admission; Worldwide vendors 

with gems, minerals, fossils, 

jewelry, and much more; con-

tact Donna Collis, 136 Majestic 

View, Spruce Pine, NC 28777, 

(828)-765-5519; e-mail: collis-

donna@yahoo.com; Web site:  

http://www.grassycreekgemshow.org

30-6—SPRUCE PINE, NORTH 

CAROLINA: Annual show; 

Parkway Fire and Rescue, 

Parkway Fire and Rescue show 

lot; 136 Majestic View; Daily 10-6; 

Free Admission; 33rd annual 

gem show put on by the Parkway 

Fire and Rescue to raise funds 

for new equipment. Worldwide 

vendors with gems, miner-

als, fossils, jewelry, and much 

more. ; contact Donna Collis, 136 

Majestic View, Spruce Pine, NC 

28777, (828)-765-5519; e-mail:  

collisdonna@yahoo.com; Web site:  

http://www.grassycreekgemshow.org

August 2017

3-4—SURFERS PARADISE, 

QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA: 

Annual show; Australian Opal 

Exhibition, QT Gold Coast; 7 

Staghorn Avenue, Australia; Thu. 

9-5, Fri. 9-4; Adults AUD$20; 

Trade only show featuring 

Australian black, boulder and 

light opal and jewellery featur-

ing Australian opal.; contact 

Maxine O’Brien, PO Box 731, 

Lightning Ridge, NW, Australia 

2834, +61 427 920 474; e-mail:  

mail@austopalexpo.com.au; Web  

site: www.austopalexpo.com.au

4-6—PRESCOTT VALLEY, 

ARIZONA: Show and sale; 

Prescott Gem & Mineral Club, 

Prescott Valley Event Center; 1301 

Main; Fri. 9-5, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 9-4; 

Adults $5, Seniors/Students $4, 

Children under 12 free; Exhibits, 

rocks, minerals, fossils, gold pan-
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Continued on Page 79

ning, jewelry, tools, slabs, beads, 

books, geode cracking, face 

painting, junior rock hound area. 

Lapidary equipment and more. 

Hourly door prize drawings. 

Free door prize ticket with each 

paid adult admission; contact 

Melanie Capps, P.O. Box 3923, 

Chino Valley, AZ 86314; e-mail: 

melaniecapps123@gmail.com; Web 

site: www.prescottgemmineral.org

4-6—PRESCOTT VALLEY, 

ARIZONA: Show and sale; 

Prescott Gem & Mineral Club, 

Prescott Valley Event Center; 

1301 Main; Fri. 9-5, Sat. 9-5, 

Sun. 9-4; Admission $5, Seniors/

Students $4, Children under 12 

free; Exhibits, rocks, minerals, fos-

sils, gold panning, jewelry, tools, 

slabs, beads, books, geode crack-

ing, face painting, lapidary equip-

ment, demonstrations.; contact 

Melanie Capps, P.O. Box 3923, 

Chino Valley, AZ 86323; e-mail: 

melaniecapps123@gmail.com; Web 

site: www.prescottgemmineral.org

4 - 6 — P L E A S A N T O N , 

CALIFORNIA: Wholesale and 

retail show; Gem Faire Inc, 

Alameda County Fairgrounds; 

4501 Pleasanton Ave; Fri. 12-6, 

Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-5; Admission 

$7, Children free (ages 0-11); Fine 

jewelry, crystals, gems, beads, 

gold & silver, minerals & much 

more at manufacturer’s prices. 

Exhibitors from all over the world 

“The Facetron is a tool of  perfection. Precision is the key.” 
Floyd E. Hoskins, Carrollton, GA

“I really appreciate the care and kindness that you show 
your customers. It is rare these days.” 
Martha Burnett, Baltimore, MD

Geiger Counter
Detect radio-active rocks 

and  minerals. Meter/
audio clicks to 50 mR/hr.        
    $289 $269

Specific Gravity Kit
For your Electronic Scale. Measure  

Specific Gravity to ID Gems and 
Minerals. 

Choose ver-
sion  either 
for Bench 
Scale or 

Pocket Carat 
Scale.Easy to 

use! $93
Sale at $84

MINERAL AND GEM ID TOOLS
Mineralab

2860 W. Live Oak Dr. G, Prescott, AZ 86305
(800) 749-3766  (928) 442-1155

www.mineralab.com
MC/VISA/Amex/Disc   Add $10.00 S&H

Gem Tester 
Colored Stone 

Estimator. Touch probe 
to rough, cab, faceted, or 

mounted stones.
  $219 $209

UV Lamp 
UVP Portable Rechargeable 
Combo SW LW, two 6 watt 
bulbs, w/110V A/C adapter  
     $395 Sale $359

Mineral Search
Software 

CD-ROM for PC 
700 minerals and 

Gems w/Photos; ID 
Search/Catalog.

$59   

Hardness
Picks

Metal points 
Mohs’ 2 thru 
9 with Streak 
Plate, Magnet, 

Wood case. 
Excellent Gift!

$92 $83 

Gem-n-Eye Digital
Refractometer 

Measure RI 
to 2.70. 

Accurate to .01 
Easy to read

No toxic fluid. 
$425    Sale $395
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Agate Days .................................................................. 73

All Rockhounds ............................................................ 19

Amateur Geologist ................................................. 21, 44

Arrowhead Lapidary & Supply ...................................... 50

Au-Rus Wax Patterns ................................................... 73

Barnhouse ................................................................... 21

Barranca Diamond ....................................................... 75
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will be on site. Jewelry repair 

& ring sizing while you shop. 

Free hourly door prizes.; con-

tact Allen Van, (503)-252-8300; 

e-mail: info@gemfaire.com; Web 

site: http://www.gemfaire.com

4-6—NORTH BEND, OREGON: 

Annual show; Far West Lapidary 

and Gem Society, North Bend 

Community Center; 2222 

Broadway; Fri. 10-5, Sat. 10-5, 

Sun. 10-4; Adults $1, Children 

under 12 free; Silent auctions, 

door prizes, displays, jew-

elry, gemstones, rough and 

polished rocks ; contact Don 

Innes, (541)-396-5722 ; e-mail:  

doninnes.innes20@gmail.com

5-5—ISHPEMING, MICHIGAN: 

Annual show; Ishpeming Rock 

and Mineral Club , Ishpeming 
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Sat. 9:30-4:30; Free Admission; 
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kids’ area, silent auction, hour-
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1962 W. Fair, Marquette, MI 

49855, (906)-228-9422; e-mail: 

ejohnson@nmu.edu; Web  

site: www.ishpemingrocks.org
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on the rocks
by BOB JONES

I don’t know about you, but I’m o� en curi-
ous to know how mineral shows get started. 

Local clubs o� en hold two-day shows, small 
weekend events that sometimes grow into 
something major. In the very early days of 
mineral shows, dealers o� en held their own 
weekend show in a major population center 
like New York City. � e Schortmann broth-
ers, of Massachusetts, were known for such 
private showings, and these were always well 
attended. 

Today, the � nest and largest mineral show 
in the Eastern United States is held in West 
Spring� eld, Massachusetts. I’ve been going 
to that show since it started in the Civic 
Center in downtown Spring� eld in the late 
1980s. When the show was moved to West 
Spring� eld, I really got curious about how it 
all began. Today, the show is still held in West 
Spring� eld, on the grounds of the Eastern 
States Exposition (the Big E), which really 
raised my curiosity even more, since I was 
very familiar with that show site. I grew up 
in Connecticut and had visited the site as a 
teenager, before World War II. 

My association with the Eastern States 

Exposition grounds goes back to 1938, when 
the huge Eastern States Country Fair and 
Exposition was held there each fall. Every 
New England state had a building there in 
which to show o�  its products and activities. 
Local businesses, farmers, groups and clubs 
from all over the six New England states 
participated in this annual country fair. � ere 
were competitions in cooking, baking, fruits, 
vegetables and � owers, and blue-ribbon com-
petitions for just about every farm animal 
known to humans. Major suppliers of feed 
and farm equipment were well represented. I 
can even remember seeing chickens that laid 
eggs with colored yolks—blue, red, orange, 
green and more—all resulting from the type 
of food they were fed. It was quite an extrava-
ganza during the Depression years. 

I went to the annual fair several times 
with my father, who served as an animal 
judge. Which animals? Pigeons—not hom-
ing pigeons, but what were called “tumblers”, 
fancy pigeons raised strictly for show. I even 
entered the competition with my pigeons, 
odd-looking things called African Owls. 
African Owl pigeons look like other pigeons, 

but they have stubby peaks like an owl. I 
was pretty lucky in winning. Prizes were real 
money: $5 for a blue ribbon was a good rea-
son for competing in those days. My dad did 
not judge my birds!

Imagine my surprise when the East Coast 
Gem and Mineral Show was moved from 
the downtown Spring� eld Civic Center to 
the Big E, my old pigeon competition site, in 
1983. � e move was considered a� er a serious 
rainstorm � ooded the Civic Center. Once the 
Better Living Center at the Big E became air-
conditioned, the move was made. No wonder 
I was curious about how the East Coast Show 
got its start. 

� e East Coast Show had its start in the 
fertile mind of Ron Bentley, who felt a show 
in Spring� eld would be a major success. He 
has certainly been proved right. Ron asked 
Marty Zinn to help him operate the new 
show because of Marty’s success with his 
Denver show. 

Volunteer helpers quickly came on board. 
Marv Rausch, a collector of � ne minerals 
and chemistry professor at nearby University 
of Massachusetts, Amherst, quickly became 

� e East Coast Show

The display cases Marilyn Dodge designed fold into the hinged base for storage. Marilyn Dodge does her best to teach young rockhounds about minerals.
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involved in supporting the show. He wanted it 
to be successful because, as a serious mineral 
collector who had experienced other major 
shows, he envisioned the East Coast Show 
being a success.

Once the show started, Marv was involved 
in suggesting special exhibits and helping put 
those exhibits in place. Marv also helped with 
dealer selection and o� ered useful sugges-
tions to dealers and the show sta� . He was 
also kind enough to invite some of us to his 
home during the show weekend. His pres-
ence at each show was always special, as 
he knew how things were supposed to be 
done and made suggestions, while being a 
good resource for dealers and show visitors. 
His constant and reassuring presence at each 
show was sorely missed when he passed away 
just months before the 2006 show. His work 
on and support of the East Coast Show earned 
him the gratitude and admiration of those of 
us who knew him, and it is appropriate that 
he be thought of as the “Father of the East 
Coast Show”!

If Marvin Rausch was the show’s father, 
there also has to be a “Mother of the East 
Coast Show”, Marilyn Dodge! Marilyn 
joined with Marv in helping Bentley and 
Zinn to organize and promote an East Coast 
Show. Marilyn had been the driving force 
behind the � ne club mineral show put on by 
the Providence Gem & Mineral Society in 
Warwick, Rhode Island, each fall. I had the 
honor of lecturing at that October show for 
many years and always enjoyed it, as the club 
members—Marilyn, in particular—made 
me feel welcome. As Show Chairperson, 
Marilyn issued the invitation for me to lec-
ture each year. 

Marilyn was Show Chairperson of the 
Warwick club show for many years, and 
this gave her the rich experience in show 
management and development that proved 
invaluable to getting the East Coast Show 
o�  the ground. While acting as an important 
source of information and support to Bent-
ley and Zinn, Marilyn also served in a very 
important capacity by operating a mineral 
identi� cation table at each show. Once she 
started this free mineral identi� cation ser-
vice for rockhounds, she never stopped. At 
each East Coast Show, you can visit Marilyn 
in the special exhibit area, where she has all 
the equipment and important references to 
zero in on your specimen’s ID. Her particular 
interest is in showing kids the wonders and 
beauty of crystal forms. 

While chairing the Warwick show, Marilyn 
was employed by a cabinet-making company. 

As an exhibitor and show committee member, 
she recognized the need for more practical 
exhibit cases that were well-lighted and func-
tional, cases that would provide a nice setting 
for minerals on exhibit while being relatively 
easy to assemble during set up and disas-
semble once the show was over. Such display 
cases also had to be designed for easy storage. 

Being someone who enjoys putting her 
ideas into action, Marilyn designed and 
actually made such a case. As she was build-
ing her prototype, however, she ran into 
a problem: � e top would not � t the case 
properly. When she asked some of her cabi-
net making associates for help, they had a 
good laugh, but they also pitched in, and a 
new, very functional type of folding mineral 
display case resulted. 

To be sure her ideas for her mineral case 
creation were successful, she actually paid 
for her company to build 40 of them. Her 
initial idea was to make the cases available 
for her club show. As the East Coast Show 
became more successful, however, Marilyn 
recognized her � ne mineral cases would be 
far more useful for it, and would add a signi� -
cant measure of appeal, so she donated those 
superb cases to that major show! Now you 
know why Marilyn is considered the “Mother 
of the East Coast Show” by the East Coast 
sta� , dealers, exhibitors and visitors. Twelve 
more of the cases were built once the East 
Coast Show became pro� table. 

It’s important to note that, before Marilyn’s 
signi� cant donation, display cases were bor-
rowed from the Detroit Mineral Club. Bentley 
would rent a truck, drive to Detroit, and get 
the cases, then make the trip in reverse a� er 
the East Coast Show closed. 

Marty Zinn was smart when he recognized 

that Marilyn’s cases could feature a di� er-
ent private or museum collection each year, 
instead of a variety of displays planned by 
individual collectors. � is added a special 
facet to the show that is a huge draw. At any 
given moment, the special display area is well 
attended, with small clusters of visitors really 
enjoying the minerals of an individual or local 
museum. 

� e other special feature of this show is 
its very large, traditional wholesale section. 
Few shows today still maintain the traditional 
form of mineral wholesale selling. I cannot 
recall any other major show that features such 
a large number of wholesale dealers—140—
who o� er quantities of minerals, gems, beads, 
fossils, and other items at actual wholesale 
prices. � is section of the show is exception-
ally popular among visiting dealers. 

� e East Coast Show is easy to reach. Park-
ing and admission costs are nominal, as is to 
the event. � e building is air-conditioned, 
which in August is a must. � e timing of 
the show � ts right into the vacation plans 
of people who head to New England. Traf-
� c in this area is nominal when compared 
to the heavy tra�  c in the New York-New 
Jersey area. Besides, one of the � rst things I 
do when I arrived in the area is get a lobster 
roll—something we desert rats never see in 
the Southwest!  

This red beryl display is typical of the fi ne exhibits seen at the East Coast Show.
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Parting shot
MINERALS and JEWELRY

Druzy Crystal and Banded Agate Cabochon
Material mined in Uruguay by Rafael Suendermann (48 mm x 38 mm x 5 mm)

KEITH DULL SPECIMEN AND PHOTO
SUMMIT CABOCHONS 

FACEBOOK/SUMMIT CABOCHONS
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